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GRANT IS

REGULAR MEETING
BOARD OF TRADE

SOLD

B. E. Pankey, Cap-

italist, is

The regular monthly meeting of the
Santa Fe Board of Trade will be held
tomorrow evening. This Is practically
the commencement of a new year and
very much can be accomplished if all

.

have been pending for some time looking to the sale of the grant which
was owned heretofore by Saron N.
Laughlin and Thomas ;B. Catron, but
the deal was not closed until last evening when the deeds were finally
Parts of this
signed and delivered.
immense tract are under fence. It is
situated in southern Santa Fe County,
a short distance south of Lamy.
May Become Big Cattle Ranch.
What Mr. Pankey and those associated with him in this transaction,
the
for it is believed he purchased
land for a syndicate of which he is
the head, propose to do with the grant
is not known at this time. However,
It is understood that it will be converted into a monster cattle ranch,
and this seems to be the most plausible theory as the area embraces
thousands of acres of grazing land.
There is some plnon In the mountainous sections of the grant where ample
supplies of fire wood can be obtained.
The Arroyo 'San Cristoval runs a fair
stream of water in the rainy season
and often during other months of the
year. There are several good reser- voir sites on the tract, the home ranch
at San Cristoval which for some years
past has been the residence of Mr.
comLaughlin contains some very
fortable and expensive buildings, and
there is a fair water supply there. It
is believed that with reservoirs and
scientifically surveyed and construct- ed ditches several thousand acres of
land can be placed under irrigation.
Most of the soil will produce fine crops
of cereals and vegetables with irrigation. There are coal prospects in
several portions of the grant and it
is asserted that valuable coal veins
exists therein. As cattle or sheep pasture it is a .first class proposition.
One of Oldest Grants.
The tract Is one of the oldest Spanish grants in the Territory and was
confirmed by the Congress of the United States to E. W. Eaton as the representative of the original claimants
and their heirs. The title to the prop- erty Is perfect. S. N. Laughlin became interested in the property by
purchase over twenty-fiv- e
years ago,
and Thomas B. Catron of this city
prior to that time. Mr. Catron's Interest was held in trust by Mr. Laughlin. The deed was signed by Saron N.
Laughlin and Hattie J. Laughlin, his
wife.
Both Mr. Pankey and A. A.
who conducted the negotiations
for him, left last night for Topeka
They have been In the city for the
past few days, but the object of their
visit did not become known until after
their departure. They came here in
company with Mr. and Mrs. Laughlin
after having inspected the grant and
the deal was closed in the office of Attorney T. B. Catron.
Purchaser a Wealthy Man.
Mr.. Pankey is identified with several large business enterprises In
and around Topeka, one of which is
the city electric light and power system. He is said to be a very wealthy
man and a shrewd financier. That he
has confidence in the future of the
Sunshine
Territory is evidenced by
the fact of his large investment In
New Mexico realty. Mr. Goddard Is
one of the leading practlcioners In the
legal profession in Kansas and served
two terms as attorney general of tbf
Sunflower State. It is believed that
he Is financially interested with Mr.
Pankey In the acquisition of the Eaton
grant.
Following the transfer of the grant
last evening a portion of it, containing
about 250 acres and adjoining the
town of Galisteo. was deeded to Mr.
Catron. The price paid was. not di- vulged.
God-dar-
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10 PROSECUTE

Will Be Held Tomorrow Evening and
Large Attendance Is Urged President Names Committees.

citizens will take an interest and unite
in the work. For the past few years
the labor of the board has fallen upon
a comparatively few people and many
of those who are the most directly inDEAL terested in the results have been conLAND
IMPORTANT
tented to receive the benefits without
assisting in the work or even attendthe meetings.
This year begins
Consideration Said to Be ing
under excellent auspices and with a
Con-tain- s
Over$140,000-Gra- nt
determination to push Santa Fe to
front in every way. The subject
About 80,000 Acres. the
of the introduction of new industries
and of patronizing home institutions
One of the most Important, real es- instead of sending money abroad, will
tate deals transacted in New Mexico receive special attention. An active
within recent years was consummat- committee on membership - will ened In this city last evening by which deavor to see that nil of those who
the Pueblo de San Cristoval tract or benefit most by the work, like hotel
as it is more commonly known as the keepers, curio
dealers, liverymen,
Eaton land grant changed hands. B. builders and large landholders, take
E. Pankey, a capitalist of Topeka, an active Interest.
President Prince has just appointed
Kansas, was the purchaser and the
consideration in round numbers is the standing committees for the year,
given as $141,000. The grant is one a list of which is published, and It Is
of the largest private tracts of land particularly desired that every comin the Territory and contains some- mitteeman and member be present tomorrow night.
thing over 81,032 acres.
The committees appointed are as
An effort was made to keep the fact
follows:
out
of the sale a secret but it leaked
Standing Committees.
today in spite of the precautions of
Finance Messrs. Palen, Ingraham,
the parties interested. Negotiations
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Pennsylvania to Get Four Men Confess
Even For Giganto Burning Rail-roa- d
tic Steal
Depot
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Legislative Commission Will Prisoners Rushed to Denver
Make Report to Goverto Escape Fury of Indig-an- t
nor Tomorrow.
Citizens.

Philadelphia, Aug. 15. With the formal presentation of its report to Governor Stuart tomorrow, the legislative
commission which has been investigating the charges of fraud in connection
With the furnishing of Pennsylvania's
new thirteen million dollar Capitol
will have completed its labors after
more than six months' work. The Investigators will meet in Harrisburg
next Friday to hand the result of their
work to the Governor.
The attorney general of Pennsylvania will Institute both criminal and
civil suits against those who have
been shown to have shared in the illegal profits. The attorney general
has been Informed of the contents of
the report, but he will make no public
Staab, Schumann, Adolph Seligman.
Laws and Ordinances
Messrs. announcement of his intended action
until after the matter Is turned over
Fiske, Gortner, Read, Kaune.
to
him by the Governor.
Streets and Bridges
Messrs.
The report, it is understood, conSparks, Hersch, Arthur Selignian, Ger-detains no specific recommendations, but
Boyle.
of criminal intent is so plainevidence
Shade
Trees and Sidewalks
Messrs. Brodhead, Rivenberg, Muller, ly pointed out by the commission that
it leaves the State authorities no other
Walker, White.
than to proceed against
alternative
Their
Preservation and
Antiquities;
the persona named.
Exhibition Messrs. Read, S. G.
Sena, Spiegelberg, Wood.
Scenic Highway and Cliff Dwellings GROUND TO PIECES
Messrs. Staab, Baca, Sena, Sloan,
UNDER TRAIN
Mera.
Railroads,
Timetables, Fares and
Depots Messrs.
Grimshaw,
Boyle, Two Peddlers Go to Sleep on Railroad
Spitz, Townsend, Schumann.
Track and Are Run
Over.
Freight and Express Messrs. H. B.
Cartwrlghtj Kaune, Dudrow, Kennedy,
Salmon.
Las Cruces, N. M
Aug. 15. A
New Industries and Home Patronon the Rio
accident
occurred
frightful
ageMessrs. Linney, Frost, Ingraham, Grande division of the Santa Fe RailBlount, Mayes.
way' seven tulles south of here when
New Institutions and Buildings
train No. 10 ran down
passenger
Messrs.' Lord, Fischer, Baca", Linney. two men,
instantly killing one and inPublicity and Promotion Messrs. juring the others so badly that he die.l
Walter, Morrison, Mera, Dettlebach, a few hours later in this city where
Wlieelon.
he was brought immediately after the
Abatement of Nuisances Messrs. accident.
Muller, Haspelmath, Lowitzki, HarriAccording to Engineer J. W. Lyon
son.
who was on the engine, the men had
Schools Wood, Harroun, Weltmer,
evidently laid down on the track and
Walker, Muller.
gone to sleep. As he approached the
Increase of Membership Messrs.
place where they were struck, he saw
Morrison, Palen, Schnepple, Salmon. a dark
object on the track, which had
the appearance of a dog. He whistled
several times, thinking of course that
THAW'S TRIAL
the animal would get out of the way.
NEXT JANUARY When
within a few yards of the ob
he
saw a man sit up in the middle
State Will Be Unable to Prepare Case jectthe
He applied the air but
of
track.
Earlier, It Is Said Prisoner
was too late to avoid hitting the
it
Is Well.
man. The bodies of both were badly
New York, Aug. 15. The second mangled.
From the effects of the victims it
trial of Harry K. Thaw, charged with
were traveling Italian
the murder of Stanford White, probab- appears they
The bodies were buried
peddlers.
ly will not be held until the January here. No blame is attached to the
term of court. This developed today
coroner's jury returnat a conference between Thaw's coun- train crew, the
a verdict of unavoidable accident.
ing
sel and the district attorney, Mr. Jerome. While Mr. Jerome makes no
public statement It was learned that COLORADO AND SOUTHERN
STRIKE SETTLED.
he probably would be unable to move
for a second trial until January. The
Denver, Colo., Aug, 15. At o'clock
prisoner remains fairly well.
yesterday morning the striking switch
men on the Colorado and Southern
CRUISER AFTER
Railroad went back to work. On
JAP POACHERS August 20 a conference of all parties
differential
interested in the two-ceLeaves San Francisco For Pribiloff Isl- and committees
representing the
and Stop Depredations
members of the Brotherhood of RailThere.
way Trainmen will be held in this
city to finally dispose of the question.
'San Francisco, Aug. 15. Private ad- Both sides to the controversy agree
vices received from the cruiser Buffa- to abide by the decision.
lo, which left here last week, state
that it steamed away from the navy LEOPOLDS REFUSE
yard under telegraphic orders from
FORTUNE FOR MINES
Washington to protect American interests at Pribiloff Island from the poch-InAlbuquerque, N. M., Aug. 15. A. F.
of the Japanese,
depredations
Leopold, member of the wealthy Leowhich have been persistently carried
pold family, whose gold and copper
on of late.
mine properties at Leopold, Grant
County, are considered among the rich
WIDOW OF STANFORD
est In the Southwest, while In the city
WHITE TO WED PARTNER.
yesterday en route east, stated that he
New York, Aug. 5. Mrs. Stanford and his relatives had but
recently re
White, widow of the architect whom fused to sell their extensive holdings
Harry Thaw shot to death last year, for $1,750,000. He believes that his
is engaged to marry, according to a
mining interests will yield millions in
rumor firmly believed in their social the course of a few years.
circle.
Her late husband's partner,
Charles Follen McKim, is said to be SILVER CITY SCHOOLS
the prospective bridegroom.
OPEN AUGUST 26
Cart-wrigh-

hum
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Silver City. N. M.. Aug. 15 The
FULL SWING public schools of Silver City will open
Milwaukee, Aug. 15. The work of for the fall term on Monday, August
organlziug the State in the interests 2G, with the following staff of teachof Senator Robert M. LaFollette's ers: W. B. McFarland,
principal;
presidential boom goes merrily on. Miss Eckles, Miss Gill, Miss Tidy, Mrs.
While Senator LaFollette's hand Is not Jackson, Mrs. Counsel and Mrs. Med-burbeing seen in the campaign, it is apPrincipal McFarland, Miss Eckparent that he purposes to organize les, Miss Gill and Miss Tidy were on
every county.
last years' staff.
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HIGHLY PRAISED FACTORY

Texas Land Company Says Book "To
the Land of Sunshine" is Without a Peer.
The Andrews County Land Company, of Hollebecke, Texas, a
ago made application to the editor of the New Mexican for a copy of
the book, "To the Land of Sunshine,"
published by the Bureau of Immigration, while the editor of the New Mexican was secretary; the general manager of the company, James T. Crumley, desiring information concerning
the Territory. The following letter
was received from Mr. Crumley
few-day-

FOR

FAILS

S51IU1

s

!"To the Editor of the New Mexican:
"It was our pleasure this week to
receive a copy of "To the Land of Sunshine, for which we should be glad to
have you accept our most sincere
thanks.
"We want to congratulate you on
this work. Within the last ten or fifteen years we have reviewed a great
many copies of this particular kind of
work, and have assisted, at times, in
the compilation and arranging of much
matter of this kind, but in our entire

Pope Co. Goes Into Hands of Re
ceiver
PLENTY

OF

ASSETS

Head of Firm Claims Its
Will Pay Dollar For
Dollar.

New York, Aug. 15. The Pope ManHartford,
Company of
Conn,, failed today, and an application
was made to the courts for the apThe court
pointment of a receiver.
selected Albert L. Pope, the vice president of the company, to settle up the
experience this is the handsomest and affairs of the concern. The labilities
most elaborate piece of work of its it is said, will approximate $",000,.
kind that we have ever known. We OiiO.
have a place in our office in which we
Receiver
Pope, after his appointstack descriptive literature from the ment, stated that the
assignment was
entire country, but we have taken "To due to the
of the company
Inability
the Laud of Sunshine" Into our home,
to secure accommodations from the
and have placed It upon our bookshelf,
and we think that it is worthy of one banks on account of the tightness of
of the most prominent places in our the money market. According to Mr.
Pope, the company has un abundant
library.
supply of assets and is doing a steady
"We thank you for this courtesy, business.
The receivership came so
and for this rare piece of literature,
that Mr. Pope stated that he
suddenly
and appreciate also the copies of the was unable to
say anything about the
Daily New Mexican and weekly papers financial conditions at present. It is
which you have seen fit to send us.
that the company will be able
"In conclusion we desire to say that thought
to pay dollar for dollar.
we have placed you upon our exchange
An Ancient Concern.
list, and will send you our weekly
concern was organized
The
Pope
If
Lake
Herald, and
paper, the Shatter
the
after
close of the Civil war
at any time we can in any manner ren- just
with
Colonel Albert A.
that
money
will
der you any material assistance it
Pope had saved from his soldier's pay.
be our pleasure.
The Pope Manufacturing
Company
"Again thanking yon, I am, most sinwas organized in 1877. The first busicerely,
ness was done at Boston. The nom"JAMES T, CRUMLEY.
inal capital was $100,000. but this was
"Editor Shaft Lake Herald."
soon Increased to $1,000,000. It was
enThe writer of the letter being
in the early 'SOs that the Pope contirely unbiased and evidently having cern came to be known
throughout
mathad experience in immigration
the world for the quality of the biso
himself
favorably
ters, expresses
cycles that were turned out in its facupon the work that the New Mexican tories. All over the world the name
POSTMASTER SMITH
inforhas published his letter for the
became a standard for exASKED TO REMAIN mation of people generally and es- "Columbia"
cellence. When the auto craze bepecially of those who have heretofore, gan the
company was among the first
Postmaster
F. H. Hitchcock for political or personal reasons, enGeneral
to place automobiles on the market
'
Well Satisfied With Present El
deavored to belittle the work of the
At the time of the assignment
Bureau of Immigration, for eight years
Paso Incumbent.
the Pope Manufacturing Company had
and until April of this year; among
a capital of $22,500,000.
them was the late fake reform
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 15. PostmasThe officers of the company are Alwho did his best along that
ter J. A. Smith has been requested by
A. Pope, president;
bert
Albert L.
First Asistant Postmaster General F. line.
Pope, vice president, and George
H. Hitchcock to withdraw his resignaPope, secretary and treasurer.
tion, which was tendered by Mr. Smith DEMING BOY IS
a week ago, to become effective SepDenver,
Colo.,
Aag. 15. Frank
KIser and J. V. Reeves, two railroad
men of Boulder, are in the county jail
In this
city to escape the fury of the
Indignant citizens of Boulder. They
art said to have confessed to the
crime of setting the Colorado and
Southern depot on fire last week
causing an explosion which resulted
in the death of four people and a
monetary loss of $250,000. Two others
a,o also said to have confessed.
The confessions were made In the
presence of witnesses, voluntarily and
are backed up by evidence which
leaves no doubt of their guilt. The
confession of Reeves states that he
started the fire for the purpose of getting rid of two Colorado and Southern
strike breakers.
The sheriff at Boulder and the Colorado and Southern officials say that
they could not have been kept alive
until 10 o'clock tonight and that only
the bringing of them to Denver saved
their lives.
The inquest will take
place In Boulder tomorrow, but the,
prisoners will nut be taken back to
testify. It is not thought that it would
be safe to take them within reach of
the indignant people.
The company has filed Information
against, them and the preliminary trial
will take place just as soon as public
excitement subsides
sufficiently to
make it safe to take the prisoners to
Boulder.

tember

1)0.

The first assistant postmaster general, who makes the appointments of
postmasters, does not care to have a
fight at this time for the appointment
of a successor to Mr. Smith, and a few
days ago. while at Santa Fe, he sent a
communication to Postmaster Smith
asking him to meet him at Phoenix.
Mr. Smith had a conference with Mr.
Hitchcock Monday, and Mr. Hitchcock
made the request that Mr. Smith continue to serve, offering to give him
another assistant and leave of absence
from the office whenever his private
business needed his time and attention. As yet Mr. Smith has not decided just what he will do, but it is likely
he will remain.
HITCHCOCK REFUSED
TO COMMIT

HIMSELF

Phoenix. Ariz., Aug. 15. Hon. Frank
first assistant postmaster general, during his recent visit to
H. Hitchcock,

Phoenix, refused to commit himself on
the statehood question. In answer to
a query as to whether a joint statehood 111 was being prepared in Washington with a view to linking New
Mexico and Arizona as one State, Mr.
Hitchcock said:
"That is out of my line, and I would
not like to be quoted on the subject.
My business is in the postal department, and I would not care to touch
upon matters that are not connected
with my department."

ufacturing

ACCIDENTALLY KILLED MORE SETTLERS
FROM KANSAS
Son of Well Known Drill-

er Victim of Deplorable
Mishap.
Deming, N. M., Aug. 15. William,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
tlie
W. J. Graham, of this city, was accidentally killed here by falling from a
well rigging into a well
containing
twenty feet of water. The little fellow had started to climb up the rigging to where his father was at work,
when he lost his hold and plunged
headfirst Into the well, striking the
timbers of the rigging several times
before reaching the water. Owing to
the depth of the water it was fifteen
minutes before the body was recovered. The father, who witnessed the
accident, was heart broken and the
mother prostrated.
GOOD SCHOOL FACILITIES
IN

CHIMAYO DISTRICT

Victibriano Cjruz, of Chimay'p, is
among the teachers In the city now attending the Santa Fe County Normal
Institute. Mr. Cruz has been a teacher of the district school at Chi mayo
for five years and has given satisfaction. The district possesses a good
school house, which ia quite well fur
nished with desks, chairs, etc. The
attendance last year on an average
was about forty. Mr. Cruz expects a
larger number of pupils for the coming school year.
EXCURSION TO
There will be no fruit In the
ALBUQUERQUE OFF
Valley this year, late frost havkilled
the crop. Cereals, such as
ing
Manager George Parsons, of the Sal- corn and
are doing well. There
oats,
mon Grays, was notified by the Santa
Fe Railway Company today that the will be a good crop of alfalfa, beans,
melons and other vegetables will be
company would be unable to furnish
In plenty.
for
the excursion planned raised
equipment
from Santa Fe to Albuquerque on Sunday next and therefore it has been SUES RAILROAD COMPANY
FOR $30,000 DAMAGES.
called off. It Is thought that instead
of the ball game being played at AlEl Paso, Texas, Aug. 13. Wallace
buquerque on that date that it will be
played at the new ball park In this Hasworth, formerly a brakeman In the
city instead. The recent improvement employ of the El Paso and Southwestin the local club as shown by last ern Railway has brought suit in the
Sunday's game will insure a big crowd district court here against the road for
if a return game is played in the
$:i0,000 damages for Injuries received
while in the employ of the company
and which have made him a permaLetter heads, foill heads, note heads, nent cripple. Hasworth Jumped from
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold a rapidly moving train to avoid injury
by the New Mexican Printing Com and sustained injuries which Incapacitate him for work.
pany.
Chl-may- o

State
Immigrants From Sunflower
File on Homestead Claims in
Estancia Valley.
Among the arrivals in the city Tuesday was a party of homeseekers from
various points in Kansas. They came
here for the purpose of filing on homestead claims in the Estancia Valley
after having inspected the country
where they intend to settle. Practically all of them have located claims
in the vicinity of Moriarty.
Included
in the party are: Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Bartlett, Miss Mary Alter, Miss Virginia Spangler, D. M. Alter, John Alter, D. S. Alter, E. D. Halladay, Ivan
Hatfield, R. J. Burner, W. C. Mark-ley- ,
W. L. Mason, and F. C. Cromwell.

SCHOOL BUILDING
NEARING COMPLETION
Frame Superstructure Almost Completed and Structure Under Roof
Veneering of Cement Blocks.
The Mary
James Presbyterian
Mission School for Boys is fast near-in- g
completion.
Practically all of
the frame superstructure has been
erected and the edifice is irmler roof.
The veneering of cement blocks is
now being put in place.
When the building is completed it
will be a handsome and substantial
structure costing as it will close to
$50,000. The cement blocks
which
will form the outside walls are being
manufactured on the ground, a force
of about a dozen men being employed
In this part of the work.
CARELESSNESS CAUSES
FRIGHTFUL ACCIDENT.
Xogales, Ariz., Aug. 15. C. W. Pel-taa painter and decorator, and one
of the oldest residents of Nogales,
was accidentally killed by the discharge of his gun. He had been out
hunting with his wife and boy and
was probably descending a decline,
when in reaching out for the wagon
brake he put his foot on the trigger
of the gun instead.
The gun was
in
the
and loaded,
up
wagon
standing
and shot the back of his head off.
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest n ewspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postoffice in the Territory, an d has a large and growing circulation
amo;ig the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest

(UNION

ILAQFI

Fifi

.N

KW

MiSXlUAJS, .sAJSTA FJS, N.H.

Join hands and devote their united
PRDFESSIQHALGARDS
energy for a given purpose, they will
which
before
had
that
accomplish
ATTORNEYS-ATLAW- .
seemed well nigli impossible.
They
MAX. FROST,
this
of
leaders
are the recognized
at Law.
will
the
Attorney
and
people
give
community,
New Mexico.
them their undivided support in what Santa Fe
ever they propose."
G. W. PRICrU .iD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
STAMPING OUT FAKE MINING
Practices in all the District CourU
SCHEMES.
There is more trouble brewing for and gives special attention to cases
many more or less prominent resi before the Territorial Supreme Court.
dents of the West who will be called Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M,
upon to explain their connection with
BENJAMIN M. READ
mining schemes of doubtful charac
Attorney at Law.
ter. Postoffice inspectors have been
.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
very, very busy during the past few
Office: Sena Hlock, Palaco Avenue.
evidence
months
about
gathering
mine projects, false
overcapitalized
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
representations in beautifully printed
Attorney at Law.
prospectuses, and looking down prosLas
Cruces, New Mexico.
pect holes to discover the great quanUnited States District Attorney.
tities of ore and extensive development they have read about in mine ad
A. W. POLLARD,
vertisements. It is proposed to do for
Attorney at Law.
the mining Industry what federal inDistrict
Attorney, Luna County.
terference has done for the transpor
.
New Mexico,
Demlng
that
tation service,
is, bring it upon
a reliable basis. In every state and
territory of the West, hundreds, yea,
BONHAM & WADE,
thousands of mining companies have
Attorneys at Law.
been organized,
incorporated and
Practice in the Supreme and Disfinanced. Stock has been sold and in trict Courts of the Territory, In the
some cases effort was made really to Probate Courts and before the U. S.
expend money thus received, for de Surveyor General and U. S. Land
velopment work, but in most instan Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M.
ces the funds thus raised, went into
Promthe pockets of the promoters.
E. C. ABBOTT,
inent men often lent their names for
at Law.
Attorney
directorships in these concerns and
Practices In the District and Su
they will now have reasons to regret preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
this for the federal authorities will attention
given to all business.
ask for an explanation and unless Santa Fe
New Mexico.
this is satisfactory, indictments will
of
fellow.
The rapid development
A. B. RENEHAN,
the West which made millionaires
Practices
in the Supreme and Dis
out of some men, created a desire on
the part of thousands of others to make trict Courts. Mining and Land Law
like fortunes and the hunger for gold a Specialty. Office in Catron Block,
evolved every kind of scheme to sep- santa Fe, N, M.
arate the unwary from their cash.
The gambling spirit, which is fortuCHAS. F. EASLEY.
nately on the wane, led men of good
(Late Surveyor General.)
reputations to embark in schemes and
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico...
enterprises that seemed unobjection
able to avarice, but which were only Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
a polite excuse for highway robbery.
GEORGE E. BARBER,
Great Britain's advocacy of disarm
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
ament applies only to standing armies Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice in the District Court and
and not to navies, if report is true,
John Bull is figuring to build war- Supreme Courts of the Territory.
Prompt Attention Given to All
ships that will relegate to the second
Business.
class all warships that are now afloat.
These new monsters are to have
FRANK W. CLANCY,
six turrets
tons displacement,
before
twelve
Attorney at Law.
inch
and eighteen
guns
whose fire everything that human in- District Attorney for Second Judicial
District.
will
genuity has thus far devised
Practices lu the District Court and
crumble. ;Each warship will cost a
sum, the expenditure of which would the Supreme Ceurt of the Territory;
also before the United States Sunreme
nearly bankrupt a small European nation. Of course, Undo Sam will have Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
to keep pace and will stay in the
is
Britain
what
Great
for
procession
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
able to do in creating a powerful
Notary Public.
more
than
navy, the United States is
Office with the New Mexican Frlutable to accomplish.
fng Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Within the past decade more new
ROMAN L. BACA,
towns and settlements have been esReal
Estate and Mines.
tablished in New Mexico than were
founded during the preceding century. Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
Offlce Griffin
Bldg., Washington
The number of postofflces has been
Ave.. Santa Fe, N. M.
almost doubled since the last census
and what is most significant, the numOSTEOPATHY.
ber of postoffices that has been disDR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
continued during the past two years
Osteopath.
is far less than the number abanNo. 103 Palace Ave.
doned during the five years previous.
Successfully treats acute and chronic
In other words, New Mexico's recent
diseases without drugs or medicines.
growth gives every evidence of being
No charge for Consultation.
permanent.
Hours:
m.,
'Phone 156.
p. m.

THE CHANGE IN THE OFFICE OF Territory who have borne the heat
SECRETARY.
and burden of the political day in
The Associated Press dispatches many a hard and stubborn fight with
announced yesterday that President political opponents and who rescued
Roosevelt had accepted the resigna- New Mexico ten years ago from Demotion of James W, Raynolds as secre- cratic rule and misgovernment as well
tary of the Territory and had appoint- as lately from official imbecility and
ed Nathan Jaffa, of Roswell, as his inefficient direction of Territorial afsuccessor. This action of the Presi- fairs. The New Mexican will be found
dent was not unexpected and was foremost among this number.
foreshadowed about ten days ago
while Governor Curry was in Roswell.
HE TALKS TOO MUCH.
The New Mexican is informed that
The resignation of Mr. Raynolds is
one of the incidents of the fortune of Judge Bernard Shandon Rodey, of the
politics and the exigiencies of the U. S. Court of Porto Rico, has inditimes. The President had appointed cated that the interview
dated at
a new Governor for New Mexico in Oyster ay a few days ago and which
the person of Governor George Curry; was telegraphed all over the country
the events preceding this appointment and in which he stated virtually that
need not be discussed now, but evi- New Mexico was a sink of corrupdently Mr. Roosevelt desired a man tion, etc., etc., was not given by him
in the next highest office in the Ter- to a representative of the Associated
ritory who had not been connected Press and Indeed it is represented to
with a Territorial administration dur- this paper that he is trying to wriging the past ten years. It is an inci- gle out of it. The :New Mexican has
dent that often happens in politics had considerable experience with repand over which no extended discussion resentatives of the Associated Press
and this experience has proven that
need be made.
Mr. Raynolds, during the six years they are uniformly correct and truthhe has held the position, proved him- ful. Mr. Rodey made a very bad
self an exemplary official in every re- break when he talked for several
spect. He is of the best of the class hours to representatives of the Assoof younger citizens of this country ciated Press and other newspaper
who are coming to the front. He is correspondents. He evidently talked
thoroughly well educated, a graduate too much and that entirely so. If
of the Boston Institute of Technology, there is any living man, a citizen
a young man with a big brain, lots of of New Mexico, under obligations to
nerve, a remarkable amount of dig- the very men whom Mr. Rodey defor his age, and nounced in his interview it is this
nity and
honorable in every act of his life, same Bernard iShandon Rodey. The
great or small, official, as a citizen, New Mexican knows whereof it
speaks and if Mr. Rodey wants to
and as a family man.
If he has made any mistakes in his hear any more of this let him come
official career they were certainly sim- forth.
During the past lew years the good
ply mistakes of judgment or conditions
of policy. He retires from office with fame and fair reputation of the peoan excellent record in every way.
ple of New Mexico have been damIn the appointment of Nathan Jaffa aged seriously by some of the men who
as the successor to Mr. Raynolds the unfortunately for the Territory are
President has made a very happy numbered among its inhabitants and
choice. Mr. Jaffa stands very high in who have received political and offithe community in which he lives and cial favors at the hands of the Repubin which he is best known. He start- lican party of New Mexico. Unfored life as a merchant and for many tunately there has been more of this
years has occupied a very responsible during the past two years and espeposition, namely, that of cashier of cially during the past year than ever
the Citizens' National Bank of Ros- before. A few yellow sheets numberwell, one of the leading banking insti- ing amongst them two dailies, one
tutions of the Southwest. He is a published in Albuquerque and one in
man of good education, even temper, Roswell, have aided in this nefarious
well balanced, with a thorough knowl- and dirty work. There is a little ring
edge of New Mexico conditions, poli- of shysters, false affidavit men and
libelers in this city and in Albuquer
tical, business and social.
While Mr. Jaffa has had no exper- que, having in their pay a few yellow
They have done great
ience in administrative affairs except newspapers.
Under the new tax law enacted by
'
as president of the Board of Regents harm and much hurt. The time for the recent
legislature of Arizona, the
of the New Mexico Military In- a halt has arrived. It looks as if the total of the taxable property there
been
called
well.
had
halt
and it is
stitute, yet his knowledge of conhas been increased almost $11,000,000.
ditions
and of affairs, his well The- decent people will let bygones This fact will bring about a great reobbalanced and strong brain, his be bygones if this course will be
duction in taxation and as the increastact, his desire to be a fac- served; if not then this cowardly es come nearly all from property
tor in making the administration of gang will find out that there are two owned by rich corporations,
the
Governor Curry a success and giving sides to this question and that the plain people will be benefited and that
it all possible support for the good of people, the plain people, will stand it largely. The day for similar action
the commonwealth will, in the opinion no longer.
in New Mexico is coming and is not
of this newspaper, enable him to fulfill
very far off.
the important duties of the office and LAS VEGAS SUBJECT TO CON- GRATULATIONS.
also as acting governor in the absence
The Bar Association of New Mexi
The city of Las Vegas is to be con co will meet in Roswell on the 21st
from the Territory of the Governor,
with benefit to the Territory, with gratulated upon having some live and instant and the meeting should bo
honor to the appointing power and public spirited citizens. The project well attended. - The association conof an electric railroad from Las Ve tains as mem'bers,
with credit to himself.
many of the leadto Mora lias 'been taken up in
As to President Roosevelt's action gas
ing lawyers and best citizens of the
earnest in the Meadow City. If this
the same is accepted by the RepubliTerritory, tout unfortunately also a
can party of New Mexico and by good road is constructed and there seems few venomous shysters whose room
to believe that such will would be much better than their
citizens generally as a matter of much reason
of
course. The Republicans of New Mex be the case, it will not only prove
to
benefit
Meadow
but
the
City
great
ico believe that the President's desire
also to the very fertile1 and thickly
The managers of the Jamestown
In this case was to act for what he
one of the
exposition are not yet quite ready to
considered the best interests of the populated Mora Valley,
finest agricultural valleys in the announce that they will have a
big
people of New Mexico and of the Re
Southwest. A committee was appoint- deficit at the end of their fair. Never
Terr!
Sunshine
of
the
publican party
ed to secure subscriptions and among the less this is becoming very
appar
tory. They are ready and willing to
its own members it secured such to ent. Deficits have a mean way of ap
true
a'ceept this action in the spirit of
the amount of $40,000, or nearly one- - pearing whether they are wanted or
loyalty and with sincere devotion to
the public interest and the good of half of the sum necessary for the not.
. the
of this common construction of the road. The memRepublicans
are: Felix
bers of the committee
Caleb Powers of Kentucky, who nan
wealth.
El
Dr. J. been tried four times upon the
of
Martinez,
Texas;
Paso,
As they say in the diplomatic serv
Mr M. Cunningham, Jefferson Raynolds, charge of having murdered William
ice, "the incident is closed."
W. Kelly, Charles llfe'd and H.
Ooebel, Governor of the state, is
Raynolds will retire from office, but Harry
A.
W.
Buddecke.
as
as
as
evidently no great admirer of "try,
will remain
pro
loyal,
good,
the work of the commit' try pgain." He would rather have all
gresslve, as patriotic, and as public teeDiscussing
Las
the
Vegas Optic pertinently proceedings quashed.
spirited a citizen and a Republican as
he has been from the moment he cast says:
"The committee having in charge
Despite the fearful corruption and
his first vote. The new secretary, Mr.
matter of raising funds for the dishonesty obtaining in New Mexico,
the
Jaffa, will have the support and good
will of all those citizens who believe electric road to Mora is certainly com- according to the New Mexican's
Shandon
in helping efficient and honest off- posed of the right stuff. Without go- friend, the Hon. Bernard
icials to administer governmental af- ing outside of their own members, Roduy, the people are getting on pretfairs in strict accordance with law and nearly half of the desired amount ty well, and the Territory seems to
with the principles of fairness and jus- was raised. That they will complete be rather prosperous.
tice and of all Republicans who are the work there is not a doubt In the
The Elkhart, Indiana, widow who
Republicans for the sake of principle minds of the people.
whom
have
all
of
"These
married
the undertaker who conductmen,
the
and who believe in standing by
make con ed her husband's funeral on the eventhat
affairs
business
Presigreat
of
the
Republican
appointees
dent of the United States and aiding stant and heavy demands upon their ing of the funeral day is evidently
them with good will and obedience to time and brains, are giving practical- no believer in making haste slowly.
the laws toward bringing about the ly all their energy to this public en
The doom of Turkey is sealed. Tele
best possible government for the peo- terprise and It will be Interesting to
are to be admitted into the
watch
the
so
the
with
development
will
phones
be
rapid
this
under;
especially
ple;
When such men country.
devoted Republicans In the Sunshine their management.
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The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1670,
RUFUS J. PALEN, President,
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI

A. HUGHES, Vice

President

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

Assistant Cashier.

Capital 8tock

$1

turplua and Undivided Profits

,000.

Transacts a general banking business

In all Its

t63,60&

branches.

Loans

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and
Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all mirketa

security- -

Buys and sells domestic and

Its customers.

makes telegraphic transfers

world on as liberal terms as are given

of

by

eel-ater-

f;r
and

exchange

thn clvllliid

any money

transmitting

three per cent per annum, on a six months' or year's term.

Liberal advances made on consignments

of live stock

and

produots.

The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as is
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety

rei

posit boxes for

The patronage of the public

THE PALACi

Is

conDe-

espectfully

HOTEL

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propt.
o

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Coislne and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
o

k

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

-

Washington Avenue

LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.

Q TEE

L

-

2-- 5

2

I

R
E
HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Booms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Room a Good Oue Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Fret the Button we do the rest.

H. B. HOLT,

Attorney at Law.

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
In the District Courts as
well as before tho Suprem- Court of
the Territory.

Practices

-

CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
school of Mines.
8ocorro
New Mexico.
CORBET & SMYTHE,
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic Engineers
Assaying and General Contracting.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
East side Plaza.
Santa Fe, N. M.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Boa Ton Lunch Counter has
Den repainted, and refurnished, and
.8 now one of the best la ihe Terri
tory. They handle everything Id the
eating line from both eastern and
western markets. A call will convince
'on that thy know the business.
in

inwiB

Coronado Hotel and Cafe
One ot

the Best Restaurants in the Southwest.

OPEN DAY and NIGHT
You're Treated So Well You Can't Hardly Loavo.

FORGET THOSE SWELL

DON'T

ROOMS

Only 50c. Hot and Cold Water Baths
SHORT ORDERS SERVED IN A RUSH

,

Eat Pure Focd, Sleep on a Nice Clean Bed What More. (Es Bastante
1
meals at
respectfully, but earnestly request tht you take
my restauraat, south side plaza.

yr

G.

i

LUPE FERRER A, Prop.

Wheu li need of anything in the
print'.ng line, such ut wedding cards,
invitations.
call on tie New
vr.exican Priming
Company, where
SI work Is guaranteed.
The New Mexican Printing Com
oany 1b prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cardB, marriage announce
ments, Invitations and all work of thai
kind. Prices as low as rmmnaHhi
with good work. Call at Uw New
Mexican office aaa axamln
sampi
Mid prices.

us:

HQ DIM
E

GENERAL

PENN

I6E

ni

BGEIIG

AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

.

The New Mexican Printing Com
pany keeps on band a large assort
blanks are carefully prepared In ac
cordance with statute and will be
found satisfactory.
Reductions
in
prices are made to those who pur
chase in quantity. Blanks necessary
In making homestead entries, or final
proof theron, desert land entries or
final proof thereon, coal declaratory
statements and In securing mlnlne
claims also kept In stock and for sale
by the New Mexican Printing Com
.
,
pany.
,

i

Interest allowed on time deposits at the

agency, public or private.

rate

foreign

of money to all ports of

30,-00- 0

self-respe-

AUGUST

THURSDAY,

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company

JUational

Surety

Cwt, Fidelity
,

Co., of

and Public Official Monds

flew York
Lswsst

ttrong Line of Fire Insurance Compan lac

Rat.

Palace Avenae

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN

THURSDAY,

AUGUST

15,
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self and his New York associates
from Miguel Torres of Chihuahua.
The price has not been made public.
Many Santa Fe Readers Have Heard
Entering and Leaving Santa ! relie mine is IrxritPfl unriin thvtm hnin-and Profited Thereby.
It
compiled According to Schedule
at
:i half ride from Guuzaparea. ChiThe
published
Mining
Reporter,
of Trains Now In Effect.
alma, and adjoins the rich Guerra
"Good news travels fast," and the Denver, In a recent issue says that
Tiruuo mine owned by a subsidiary
thousands of bad back sufferers in New Mexico cannot now be rightfully
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
m puny of the
three-countto
or
two
are
learn
a
Fe
that
prompt
Santa
termed
mining
glad
Englimi corporation,
1
Xo.
Southbound leaves Santa Fe
relief Is within their reach. Many a' Territory, for Santa Fe, San Miguel,
.lalmarejo and .Mexican Gold
1:40 p. m.
Is bad Lincoln, Otero, Rio Arriba, Taos, ColIds, Limited.
No. 2. Northbound arrives Santa lame, weak and aching back
no. more, thanks to Doan's Kidney fax, Bernalillo and Luna Counties are
Fe 5:28 p. ni
For twenty-fivPills. Our citizens are telling the sharing the activity In the metal mincents you can now
with ing operations and the Influx of Innews
of
their
"sure
good
experience
and
yourself
family against any
DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Old Quaker Remedy. Here Is an vestors to the three principal pro bad results from an attack of colic or
No. 42C Eastbound leaves Santa the
example worth reading:
ducing counties of the Territory, viz., diarrhoea during the summer months.
Fe 11 a. m.
Hilario Baca, living on Delgado Grant, Socorro and Sierra.
In em- That is the price of a bottle of Cham
No.. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
N. M., says: "I feel phasis of this statement the Mining berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Santa
Fe,
Street,
Fe 3:30 p. m.
so greatly pleased with the result3 ob- Reporter cites the following:
Remedy, a medicine that has never
been known to fail. Buy it now, it
tained from Doan's Kidney Pills, which
The
Monte
Carlo
and
Queen
Copper
&
SANTA
TOPEKA
ATCHISON,
I procured at Ireland's Pharmacy, that properties in the Orogrande section of may save life, for sale by all druggists.
Branch,
Off Otero
I am glad to recommend them.
County are prosecuting extenArrive at Santa Fe Station.
on for three or four months I had sive developments,
and
No. 721
whereby mlnable GALLUP MAN FATHER
11:10 a. m.
to pain in my back and! ore bodies are being exposed; tho
OF FOUR M. E. MINISTERS
6: GO p. m. been subject
No. 723
at
especially!
it
felt
Matimes,
severely
of
coal and metal mining camps
No. 725
10:55 p. m.
when I stooped or lifted or brought drid, Cerrillos, Sun Pedro and Golden
Koswell, N. M., Aug. 13. Mrs. Oscar
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
on the muscles of my loins. in Santa Fe
County are giving em- Trail is home from a two months' visit
No. 720
8:25 a. m. any strain
to the persistence of the an- ployment to several hundred
men. with liiu- father, Mark Hodgeson, of
4:20 p. m. Owing
No. 722
I was led to believe that the
Mr.
celebrat
while the Santa Fe Gold and Copper Gallup.
Hodgeson
No. 724
7:40 p. m. noyance
cause was due to some derangement
birthday last SatNo. 720 connects with Numbers 10
Mining Company, which is producing ed Ills seventy-fiftof the kidneys and after using Doan's at the rate of 2,000,000
and 2 east, and No. 3 limited, west at
pounds of cop- urday. He Is the father of four M. E.
Kidney Pills a short time 1 noticed an per annually, is to Increase its fifty-to- n preachers, of whom one is Rev. Mark
Lamy.
and before I had finNo. 722 connects with No. 1 west at improvement,
matting plant to 150 tons capacity, Hodgeson, a well known New Mexico
ished one box I was cured. I have not and the old mines of the Cerrillos divine.
Lamy.
had an Indication of a pain since using
No. 1 carries El Paso sleeper.
camp, which were abandoned some
Doan's Kidney Pills, and will recomFree Samples ot "Preventlcs" and a
7
9,
No.
and
No. 724 connects with
twenty years ago on account of the
mend them to others as the opportun- zinc contents of the
be- booklet ou Colds will be gladly mailed
are
now
4
8
eastbound.
ore,
and
and
westbound,
ity presents itself."
reworked; the old you, on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine,
ing successfully
Main Line Via Lamy.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
seven
Bromide
miles to the Wis,, slmr'y to prove merit. Preventcamp,
No. 1 stops at all stations.
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo, west of Tres
in Taos County, lcs are little Candy Cold Cure tablets.
Piedras,
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
New York, sole agents for the United
nothing
is also in a flourishing condition, en No Quinine no Laxative,
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- States.
harmful whatever. Preventlcs prevent
under
Fe.
Santa
from
couraging
being
exploitations
gers
Remember the name Doan's and
implies when
way and new machinery of a heavier colds as the name
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m
no other.
take
type being installed at a number of taken early, or at the "Sneeze Stage."
and will not wait for No. 2 from the
For a seated cold or CaGrlppe, break
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
properties lately.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
In Colfax County there is a notice It up safely and quickly with Prevent10 from the south and No. 3 from
as are required by law, printed la able Increase in coal
lcs. Sold by the Fischer Drug Com
the east.
mining operablank form bj the Nw lleilcao
while
the placer and quartz pany.
tions,
Herewith are some bargains offered PrtattBR Company
mining operations in various portions
of Rio Arriba County were a feature LIVESTOCK INSPECTOR
by the New Mexican Printing ComDIES AT ALAMOGORDO
of
the
Warning.
Procedure
Civil
of the news items for the past two
of
Code
pany:
If you have kidney and bladder months; in the Nogal district of Lin1897,
sheep
New
of
Mexico,
Territory
Alamogordo, N. M., Aug. 15. George
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri trouble and do not use Foley's Kidney coln County the operations are becomwill have only yourself to ing more widespread, and the region H. Robinson died at his home in Ala
Code
Cure,
Missouri
you
$5;
forms,
Pleading
as It positively Is about to be benefited by the ad- mogordo recently after a long illPleadings, fC; the two for $10; Adapt- blame for results,
Mr. Robinson
of
cures
all
forms
and bladder vent of a narrow gauge railroad line. ness.
was an inNew
of
kidney
Laws
Mexico
to
New
Code,
ed
at The Ireland
Grant County made its usual pro- spector in the United States Bureau of
Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, English diseases. For sale
full Pharmacy.
$2.25;
and Spanish pamphlet,
gress during July as Is shown by the Animal Industry and recently had
Flexible-Cove- r
Sheriff's
continuous
$3;
leather,
operation' of the Coman- been in charge of Otero, Lincoln and
or
two
Butchers' shipping certificates, such che Mining and Smelting Company's Torrance Counties. Asthma, compliPocket Docket, single, $1.25;
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su- is are required by law, printed in reduction
works at Silver City, in- cated by acute kidney trouble, Is said
preme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, in- blank form by the New Mexican creased production in the Burro Moun- to have been the cause of death. The
tain section, the employment of up- I. O. O. F of which the deceased was a
clusive, $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- Printing Company.
Min75c;
Compilation
wards of 1,300 men in the Hanover, member, bad charge of the funeral.
Laws,
poration
The deceased leaves a widow and two
of
ing Laws, 50e; Money's Digest
Laxative
Kennedy's
Cough Syrup Fierro, Santa Rita and Copper Flat
New Mexico Reports full sheep, $0.50; acts gently upon the bowels and clears camps, and the daily production of stepchildren.
S. H. Gill, of the
Superintendent
full list school blanks.
the whole sy em of coughs and colds. about 1,000 tons of iron ore for the
Mexico
New
for the Blind,
Institute
It promptly relieves inflammation of Colorado Fuel and Iron Company.
has
a
from
returned
visit with
short
The
In
month's
want
If
the
the throat and allays Irritation. Sold
development
Read the New Mexican
you
relatives
Tenn. He will
at
Nashville,
of
Socorro
the
Mogollon
Ireland
camps
County
news.
by
Pharmacy,
the
were noteworthy on account of the now take up the preparations for next
disclosing of Important ore bodies year's work.
at greater depths in the older
DeWitt's Little Early Risers don't
and important strikes In
mines,
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
There was a sicken or gripe. Small Pills, easy to
outlaying areas.
considerable
of
increase
zinc '.ake. Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
&OSWKLL, NSW MEXICO.
from the Kelley zinc
production,
camp, but this production is to be RAISING CATTLE
AT FORT STANTON
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
greatly increased now that the
Fort Stanton, N. M., Aug. 15. The
Smelting and Refining Com
pany is to erect a large smelter at summer roundup of the cattle of the
Established and Supported by the Territory.
Canon City, Colorado, which will af United States Marine Hospital Serv
ice has taken place. The cattle were
ford a nearer market for the ores.
counted
and seventy-twcalves were
in
Quartz mining operations
the
SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern
Hillsboro camp of Sierra County branded. This number, together with
Colleges. New buildings, all furnishings and eq Llpments modern and comshowed a marked improvement over those branded during the spring, toelectric-lighteall convenience!.
baths, watnr-workplete; steam-heatethe preceding months of the year; tals about 300, an Increase very gratiwhile the old camp's rejuvenation may fying to the officials of the service
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, ?50 per teuton. Session Is
appear slow, it is on a substantial here.
three terms of thirteen week: each.
basis.
Eczema.
Activity Continues in Mogollon and
a
above
feet
noted
health
ROSWELLts
resort, S,70()
For the good of those suffering with
Pinos
Altos
Districts.
Sunshine svery aayifrom .September to June.
Extensive development continues to eczema or other such trouble, I wish
be
the rule in the Mogollon and Pinos to say, my wife had something of that
RSQSNT3-Nath.- au
Jaffa, W M Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
Altos mining districts of New Mexico. kind and after using the doctor's remFtnlay and E. A. Cahoon
'
C. W. Gregory has made a very rich edies for some time concluded to try
COL J. W. WILLSGN, Supl.
For particulars address
strike In the Pinos Altos district that Chamberlain's Salve, and it proved to
Is to add, It seems, to the fame of be better than anything she had tried.
that old district. He has struck ore For sale by all druggists.
at a depth of twenty-fiv- e
feet that carSHORT ORDER MEALS.
ried $14.70 gold, 680 ounces of silver
The best short order meals are now
and considerable lead. It is free, millserved at the Bon Ton Restau
ing ore and an assay shows a total being
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The efficiency of these wat- value of a little over $490 per ton, and rant. The best cooks and waiters are
located in the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by workings so far indicate a most valua- employed at this plase.
miles west the miraculous cures attested to in the ble mine.
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Mr. Gregory has a shaft,
Men Past Sixty in Danger.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseases: Paralysis, Rheu- down to a depth of about forty-fiva
More
than half of mankind over six
miles
from
about
twelve
and
matism,
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's feet from which he has taken out
Fe,
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and twenty tons of ore. He was in Silver ty years of age suffer from kidney and
bladder disorders, usually enlargement
Grande Railroad, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, City last week making
arrangements
daily line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. to have it treated at the smelter of of prostate glands. This is both pain
ful and dangerous, and Foley's Kidney
The temperature of these waters is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 the Comanche
Mining and Smelting Cure should
be taken at the first sign
$50
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week;
per Company. The mine Is located just
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet, Climate month.
Stage meets Denver trains about 1,000 feet east of the Pinos Altos of danger, as it corrects irregularities
and has cured many old men of this
very dry .and delightful the year and wait3 for Santa Fe train upon re- road.
disease. Mr. Rodney Burnett,, Rock- round. There is now a commodious quest. This resort is attractive at all
The Top Mining Company, which
with
Passeasons
Is
of
and
invalids,
hotel for the convenience
open all winter.
was organized in Silver City last port, Missouri writes: "I suffered
and kidney
enlarged
prostate,
gland
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Caliente can leave week, has received a
large shipment of
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fc at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo machinery, which was at once trans- trouble for years and after taking two
I
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m., the same day. ported to the property, in the Mogol bottles of Foley's Kidney Cure feel
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to lon district. The machinery consists better than I have for twenty years,
although I am now 91 years old." For
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further par- of a
large gasoline engine, hoists, sale at The Ireland Pharmacy.
the rlcnest alkaline Hot Springs in ticulars, address.
steam drills, etc., to be used in sink
ing the shaft several hundred feet.
This company was only recently organized with J. E. Coffey, president;
! interested and should know
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, ff .M D. R. Bronell, secretary, and J. W.
MARVEL WhirlingSpray
Carter, treasurer. Quite a number of
Silver City business men have taken
WATCHES
DIAMONDS
lent, it cleanse!
unatantiy
blocks of stock in the company and
it is considered by mining men to be As your drugprtet for it.
of
accent no
one of the best mining investments to MARVEL,
RIGHT PRICES
but Bend itamp for. ,
Eyes Tested and
be had in that section. The Top mine other,
In
4b.it nn.lAnTaM
mil rilrantimia
...
y
yai Muini
Fitted by
is joined on one side by the famous iMill
RIGHT GOODS
ruusvuiw n iniucB
ZirZnH
YOBK.
MEW
Last Chance mine and on the other M Eat 8d Street,
-Methods
RIGHT SERVICE
by the Helen, two of the richest and
.,
X
SttX
biggest producers In the southern
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SILVERWARE
Mexico.
part of New
246 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N. M.
The Leopold-TyronCopper Com
$10 SINGERS $10
pany has teen organized by Frank L.
Krieder of Goldfield, Nevada,
Fob Sals
erate in the Burro Mountains. Mr.
of
Krieder has purchased a group
four claims located near the Copper
Gulf property.
SEWING MACHINES
A contract has been
let to sink the shaft 250 feet or over, 'A
(Sioond Hand)
.
and the shaft is now down 100 feet.
Silver City Man Buys Mine in Mexico,
PABST'S BLUB RIBBON I'M Beer of Quality.
'
ANY QUANTITYFROM A PINT UP, .
Mex
Chihuahua,
Aug. 15. The
CallBarlyAt
first .payment on the purchase price
gold-silvof the Corregldora
mine
was made this week by J. M. Sully
I
WEST SIDE
PLAZA
SANTA FE, N. W of Silver City, New Mexico, who pur
chased the property on behalf of him
ss
jt'K
GOOD NEWS.
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STUDY T HE MAP.
The natural point on the New A.. T. & S. F. Cut-of- f
for the distribu-- e
tion of freight, having the advantag of the easy grades and short route
to the East and West, and direct com muuication will all
points in the Ter- ritory.
Wholesale houses are coining to WiHard as soon as the Cut-of- f
is open,
Surrounded by a fine farming count r y. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Torrance County and of New Mexico.
The
water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Mexico,
Willard is a growing town. Willard will make a City. Study the Map.
For Information, cal on or address
FRANK

L.

WALRAT H, REAL ESTATE.
WILLAR D, N.
IV
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THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor.

$

ac

$

LIRIBOHIIIDFBW
CARRIAGE SERVICE
HOR8E8

FIRST-CI,A8- 8

i
i

OOOD BADD&B

2

FINE R108

o

PHONE 132.

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

s,

d,

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

tea-level- ;

0J0 CALIEflTE

Special Summer Sale of

LADIES
White

HOT SPRINGS.

USLIV

UfJBERVEAR

Goods, Laces and Embroideries.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

e

Bar-anc-

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

Woman

H C. VONTZ

FILIGREE
JEWELRY

MEXICAN

OTTO RETSCH,

Proprietor

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.
Or

it

Indian ana

m
257 San

Fran

Cisco

to-o-

J

PBICE SIO

: mm

STOKE.

sr.

Street.

iiin Wares

ami

curios

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquois, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.
Blankets,

aii
IT'S COLD HERE.
Our beer sales have almost doubled
since installing a modeern sanitary
system. You can always find a little
cold bottle here of either Blue Ribbon, Schlitz or Lemp3. Phone 94.
The Club.

..

e

PLACE

p.

T"he New

Mf'i""i

r

pany has the largest facilities and
most modern machinery for 'doing all
kinds of Printing and Binding in first-classtyle. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Ledgers.
Pamphlets and Book
work a specialty. Best Book Bindery
s

In

the Southwest

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to do the best of
brief work in short order and at very
reasonable rates. Lawyers, who
to have their briefs printed rapidly and correctly and to present them
to the Supreme Court now in session
here on time, should call on the New
Mexican Printing Company.
de-si-

HOT SPRINGS WATER.
We make a specialty of handling
during the iliot summer months tho

celebrated Potash

Sulphur

Water

from Hot Springs, Arkansas. A well
known specific for stomach, and kidney trouble. Phone 94. The Club.

The New Mexican Printiug Company claims to do thebelt-- of
better grades of printing and binding caters particularly 4
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a HttU
better than the averages-do- es
not claim to be the cheapest in tbi
does
that'
claim
its work is always worth the prio
Territory, but
asked for it, and this price
based on accurate knowledge of th
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Com
pany in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
executed and at Eight Prices.

SAJrtA tfE
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PERSONAL MENTION

fMSmMWlWiiMi

BEG1

ESTABLISHED 1856.

attonicy-at-la-

Re-liab-

le

We Place the Following Goods on
the Reduction List

LINIMENT
CURE
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS'. NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZi,
G. A. Friedol, Dallas, Tex.

writes : UI use Ballard's Snow
Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relioves burns andscalds.'
25c, SOc and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co
ST. IiOUIS,

2nd.

Fred E. Hyde, Jr., son of the widely known explorer, accompanied
by
,

Summer Suits,

fants slips and

ses Ladies and

dren Cothirg Mens
ses White Canvass Made to Order Suits

Oxfords large lineof
and all other FurnishSample Skirts all
Colors and Sizes.
ings at Low Figure.

NATHAN SALMON.

m

g

m

'Me

pfffie

-

sotah

i

eqvdl

WHITE
HOUSE f. v. BUTTER.
COFFEE
Specialty.

fve fried ffiemdlF

MO.,

P. O. Box 219.

LEGAL BLANKS.
Kept in stock and for sale by the
Atlidavlt Required of Claimant,
sheet.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos, 1 and 2, full Leather $6.50 a volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, price, $3.31)
each. Postage 2Cc.
er, $3.50.
Postage, Leather, 16c, p
per, 14c.
Assignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet
Application for License, Retail Lisheet.
quor License,
Application for License. Game and
General License, 50 in Book, $3.00
English and Spanish. 100 In Book, 7Be
Power of Attorney,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summors ag Garnishee
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed, 2 sheet
sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust, 2 sheet
Notification of Change In Assess
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book, 13.75.
Gaming License, 50 in Book, $3.00
sheet
Capias Complaint,
Butcher's Bond.
sheet
nheet.
Gaming Tables,
Summons.
sheet
sheet
t
Subpoena,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Appllcaton for Bounty for Killing
4
Wild Animals,
sheet.
Sheriff's Monthly Report
shet
Contract Between Directors aid
Teachers.
sheet
sheet.
Lease,
25c each
"Roard and Lodging"
"Minor's Law"
50c each
Authority to Gatiner, Drive and Handle Animals Bearing Owner's
Bond, 2 sheet

the

-- 0

Phone No.
Goods

Leading Dry

36.

House

in

the City,

2

CWLES

furniture

1--

1-- 2

WAGNER
Company.

New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds Upholstered Furniture,
Dressing
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

2

4

EMBALMING

4

AND

UNDERTAKING

4

A SPECIALTY.

1-- 4

306-- 8

Sao Francisco St.

Night Call 'Phons

'Phone

N.

10.

1

J

4

2

1-- 2

4

HI

2

4

1-- 2

Recor-Replevi-

n

GOODS

Keep Busy Until You Find

1--

Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
J. P. Civil Docket $2.76.
domination Corporation Laws, 75c
2

240-Pag-

e

sheet
Execution,
Coal Declaratory Statenenf
with
Power of an Attorney,
Affidavit and Corroborating Non-Mieral Affidavit, 2 sheet
sheet
Bond, General Form,
tion.
Notary Record, $1.26 each.
Road Supervisor's Recelp. Book, 60
n B"ok, Spanish, 25c each.
Poll Tax List, 4, 6, and 8 pages.
SPtlsfaoton of Mortgage,
sheet
Compiled Laws of New Mexico,
19.50, postage, 45c.
Poll Tax Receipt Book, English and
Spanish, 50 in Book, 25c.
S2.75 delivered. Desks, $3.25 delivered

PRICE $3.00.

D. S. LOW1TZKI

1-- 4

Goods Sold on Easy Payments. Large Stock
of Picture Moulding.

Non-Miner- al

n

1--

i-- 2

(Continued on Page Eight.)
The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to furnish cards de
visite for ladies or gentlemen on
short notice, in first class style at
reasonable prices, either engraved or
Call, on the New Mexican nearest express office.
printed.
Lease of Personal Property,

Reference: Quality of Blocks Produced.

v

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS
O-E- O.

S. BLUIsJ T, J&'GfHj.

sheet

1-- 2

Bond," Road

Official

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company

1-- 2

sheet.
Final Proof of Desert Land Intiy,
Supervisor , 1
4
sheet
Writ,
Replevin
sheet
Option,
Notice of Protest,
sheet.
Notaries' Notice ot Publication, 2
sheet.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
4
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
1--

1--

1-- 2

iWOOD-DAVB- I

1-- 4

1--

THE UNIVERSITY

OF

NEW

MEXICO

1--

HARDWARE COMPANY
Phone

Phone

14.

sheet

14.

Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Contrato de Partido, 2 pllego.
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
2
sheet.
Agreement,
Mortgage Deed, 2 sheet..
sheet.
Application for License,
Report of the Assessor, full sheet
sheet.
English,
Formula de Enumeraclon, 2 pllego
Application for Marlage License,
Spanish, 2 sheet.
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle animals Not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand, 2 sheet.
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego,
Bill of Sail in Books of 25 Blanks,
40o per Book.
Bill of Sale, 2 sheet
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
slaint, 2 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Summons, 4 sheet.
Kept In stoctc and for sale by the

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.,

1-- 2

Shelf and Heavy Hardware, Modern Plumbing and
Heating, Mining Supplies

Paints
Oil

Glass
Varnishes
Wood Dyes
Kalsomine
Wallpaper
Brushes

Stoves

Wagon Covers
Tents
Ranges
Bedsheets
Refrigerators
Ice Cream Freezers
Hammocks
Lawn Mowers
Harness
Garden Hose
Saddles
Screen Doors
Pumps
Window Screens
Cylinders

Iron Pipes and Fittings, Camp Out fits,

Fishing

Tackle,

Ammunition.Rifles,

Shot Guns, Pistols.

I

When You Want to Buy,
.
Sell cr Fxcrcrf e

4

2

S. E. Cornet Plats, SanU Fe. Telephone No. 40.

Half a Century

For

CO.

BROS.

SELIGMAN

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG CO.

Mens Oxfords, Mens

waists.

Ladies

00.

LINGERIE SHIRTWAISTS
LADIES' HATS
WHITE PARASOLS
MISSES READY MADE DRESSES
LADIES, MISSES AND CHILDREN'S
WHITE CANVASS OXFORDS
FIGURED LAWNS AND DIMITIES
MEN'S CLOTHING
MEN'S STRAW HATS

BALLARD'S SNOW

Men's Straw Hats
String Ties

Ladies wash Suits

1903.

A Great Reduction will be
Made on Following Goods

Why suffer with
pain when

Richard Wether-illthe
arrived in
city last evening from Putnam, San
Juan County. Both are Indian traders on the Xavaho Reservation, and
are here on business before the local
U. S. land office.
Judge Albert B. Fall, of Three Rivers, arrived in the Capital today from
El Paso, Texas, to assume his duties
as attorney general to which position
Inlie was appointed a few lays ago by
ChilGovernor Curry. He was accompanied
Dresby his private secretary, H. G. Clunn
misof El Paso.
B. E. Pankey, of Topeka, Kansas,
who yesterday
the San
purchased
Cristoval land grant, otherwise known
as the Eaton grant, left last night for
his home, accompanied by A. A. Good- ard, of Topeka, who conducted the negotiations for Mr. Pankey. Mr. God-dar- d
was formerly attorney general
of Kansas.
Judge and Mrs. Henry L. Waldo and
daughter, Miss Mary, arrived in the
city last evening from Kansas City,
Missouri, and are registered at the
Palace Hotel. They are always welm come in this city, of which they were
CITY
IN
THR
iii?Y
KNn
UP.Tn.MTF.
i
fiftIM
WMF,
idrcst DUU imrt
... tup
w. . vv v- w uv
U1VU1 Ul IV luiu
lull liflUkUUl
residents for many years and in which
they enjoy the friendship and esteem
&EDS55!353I5555E55CSS5KMaiffiESS55SCSE5555
of many friends.
D. A. Macpherson and H, B. Hen-inof Albuquerque, publisher and city
editor respectively of the Albuquerque Morning Journal, arrived here on
i
V
Z
the
morning train today from the
WINTER GROCERY GO.
Duke City. It is presumed that they
to
came to tender their resignations
Governor Curry as member and secretary respectively of the Bureau of
Immigration.
FOR
W. 0. Connor, Jr., superintendent ol
the New Mexico Deaf and Dumb Institute, Alan R. McCord. chief clrrk
Fruits And Vegetables
in the office of Surveyor General M.
O. Llewellyn, and John L. Zook, the
coffee:
of Alt Hinds in
druggist, returned last evening fron a
two weeks' fishing trip on the Conejos
They came
River and Elk Creek.
Season.
back greatly refreshed in mind and
body after their outing. They cau.lu
a large number of trout, whlc'i
abound in the two streams and
brought some of the speckled beauties
with them, which they distributed
Mr. McCord
among their friends.
Li
landed the largest fish, whicl weighed
two and one-hal- f
pounds.
A

Figured Lawns
Dimities

BROTHERS

1907.

15,

SPECIAL
MID.SUMMER SALE
Commencing Monday July I

r,

Record Breaking Bargains in
Merchindise are now of
fered, as we will close out ail
SummerGoods at Cost, in order
to make more Room for our New
Fall Stock.

AUGUST

INCORPORATED

SELIfifM

E. W. Dobson, of Allmquer-quo- ,
ntul aide do camp
on the staff of Governor Curry, la in
town on legal business.
Miss Beulah Duncan, of I .us Vegas,
who has been in the city as the guest
of Miss Richie Seligman, has gone to
Lamy, where she is visiting her tls-teMrs. Arthur Lowe.
Hon. Amado Chaves, of Albuquerque, has gone to the Upper Pecos to
join his family, who are now sojourning there. He was accompanied by
Thomas S. Hubbell, of the
Duke City.
Alfred Grunsfeld, head of a large
and
dry goods firm in Albuquerque,
chairman of the' Board of County Commissioners in Bernalillo County, has
returned home from a six weeks'
eastern visit.
.Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark, left this morning on
olllcial business at
Albuquerque.
While away he will attend the teachers' institute of Bernalillo County now
in session in the Duke City.
Professor
Alfredo M. Sanchez returned last night from Bernalillo,
where he attended the Teachers' In
stitute of Sandoval County, which is
now in session there. He delivered an
address before that body yesterday.
James H. Smith, of Albuquerque,
deputy II. S. marshal, has commenced
to serve subpoenaes on jurors and
witnesses for the approaching term of
the U. S. district court, which will
meet in this city Monday September
Colonel

CLEARAN E
SALE

THURSDAY,

1--

1--

1-- 2

1--

1--

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

4

1--

1--

1--

Courses: English, Latin, Greek, Histcrp, Economics,
Logic, Spanish, French, Italian, German, Mathe-

matics, Physics, Chemistry, Bacteriology, Zoology, Botany, Geology, Oratory, Dramatics, Education, Philosophy, Library Science, Surveying,
Mechanical Drawing, Shop Wcrk, Commercial
Branches, and Civil Mechanical, Mining and Electrical Engineering.
Faculty consists of men and women t f experience, holdin? degrees from the Leading Colleges
and Universities of the couutry.
No tuition. Board and Room on campus, $20.00
per month.

First semestes begins Monday August 19,
'
W. G. TIGHT, President.
,

1907.

THURSDAY,

AUGUST

15,

IH KEW MEXICAN, SANTA TE, JS.U.
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SMINOR CITY TOPICS

Se

IS

JS iLLii

For High Grade Tailoring

if

Screen doors at Wagner F" rait are
Company.
Mrs. Francis Paddock, ot Lincoln
avenue, Is convalescing after ai illness of several weeks of pneumonia.
Jose M. Sanchez, of Pajarlto, Bernalillo County, died at his farm home
near that town yesterday. The funeral took place at '! o'clock at the
parish church this afternoon.
The regular
meeting
of the Santa Fe Chapter, No, 19, Order of the Eastern Star, will be held
this evening at Masonic Hall. Visiting
members of the order aro Invited to
he present.
The funeral services over the remains of the late Mrs. Monica Garcia
de Ortiz will be held tomorrow morn-Juat 6:45 o'clock at the family residence on Alto 6treet and at 7 o'clock
at Guadalupe Church. Interment will
be in RoRarlo Cemetery.
Miss Ethel Paddock last evening
shipped her thoroughbred saddle horse
Kentucky Boy to Racine, Wisconsin,
where she formerly resided
She exto
next
a
on
month
visit to
leave
pects
Racine, accompanied by her mother,
Mrs. Francis Paddock.
Forty hours devotion services were
begun this morning at the chapel of
the Sisters of Loretto, which incident- ly marked the close of a ten days' re
treat of the local Sisters. The altar
in the chapel is decorated very prettily
with cut flowers and potted plants.
Mrs. Eduvigcn de Lucero has filed
suit for divorce against her husband.
Romulo Lucero, In the Second judicial
district court for Bernalillo County,
and desertion.
alleging
well
a
known
AlbuquerBaca,
Elfego
que lawyer, is the complainant's attorney.
Miss Utilise Pruyn has resigned as
stenographer in the office of Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E.
Clark, to take a similar position in the
office of the Territorial Mounted Police in the Capitol. She is succeede
ir. Superintendent Clark's office by
Miss Eva Wientge of this city.
Solemn high mass was celebrated at
the Cathedral at 9:30 o'clock this
morning commemorating the Assumption of tVe Blessed Virgin. Very Rev.
Anthony Fourchegu, V. G., officiated.
A low mass was said at 6 o'clock. Special services were also held today at
the Church of Our Lady of Guadalupe
by Rev. Adrian Rabeyrolle.
Complaints are being made by citizens of the Inefficiency and weakness
of the electric lights furnished consumers. It Is also stated that there Is
inattention on the part of the manage-- '
ment in attending to requests of
This condition of affairs will
continue as long as consumers and
citizens generally tolerate it.
Complaints have been frequent of
late regarding the unsafe condition of
sidewalks in different parts of the city.
One of these is on the east side of
Washington avenue and almost opposite the Federal building grounds. It
is an old board walk that Is now in a
dilapidated condition, some of the
planks being missing altogether, and
leaving dangerous and unsightly holes.
one evening a woman
Recently
stepped into one of these places and
fell, but fortunately escaped unin
semt-rnonthl- y

Over600 Samples of the Finest
Woolens to Select From,
Our New Fall Samples
are in. Come and
See Them at
Our Store.

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

OF DEPOSIT

A ND

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

Place your account with us NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

non-suppo- rt

1

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of rur
Safety Deposit .boxes, where your
f
papers will be safe in our
flre-proc-

vault?

I

"

I

I

ens-onier-

lip

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

much the largest asset we have in our business.

have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz

PAGE FIVE

EMS. OLFEL
ftoifiHim
FiU Smell

Prepared to

We Can Supply you
Compare Our Goods and Prices,
Houses, Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f

CHA

MLFELJD
LA

can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation
for.

we

cap strive

(Continued

on Pago Eight)

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

It

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.
satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

ie a great

Every article carries with

H.S.WC0.

it our guarantee.

VEOAA,

.

Ik

H.

tAMTA ItOftA, ft. IC

'
USE

ALLEN'S FOOT-EASpowder to be shaken into the
shoes. If you have tired, achlnz feet.
try Allen's Foot-EasIt rests the
feet and makes new or tight shoes
easy. ( ures aching, swollen, sweat- ins foot. Relieves corns and bunions
of all pain and gives rest and com
fort. Try it today. Sold by all Drug-gistand Shoe Stores, 23c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial
package, also Free Sample of the
FOOT-KASa
Sanitary CORX-PAD- ,
new invention, address Allen S. Olmsted, l.e Roy, X. Y.
A

NEW GOODS
The New Perfection Oil Stove,

fc

1

yz

I

I

1

rue

Percolator,

German

Machine,

Washing

and

Tried

a

house- -

i

io!d needs.
Special Sale of a half car of
l.ary

Jiah!
Stock and for Sale by the
Kept
Santa Fe New Mexican.
Justice of the Peace Blanks
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, J 2 sheet
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
SEE TERMS.
Justice of the Peace Blanks
Appearance Bond on Continuance
sheet.
(J. P.),
Bond
of Appearance,
(District
sheet.
Court),
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto do I'rlsion,
pliego.
nbeot.
Warranty Ied.
Bond tw Deed,
ebeet.
Official Bond.
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Poll Bo ki. for Town Election. 8
pages. 40c.
or Spanish, pamphlet $2.75; full Leath.
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure ol
Mortgage, full sheet.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sbe)t
of
of
Certificate
Apportionment
sheet.
School Funas,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Township Plats, full sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
Mining Blanks
sheet.
Township Plats,
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Homestead
Affidavit,
sheet.
2
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Affidavit,
sheet.
Small holding Proof, full sheet.
No. 1, Homestead,
sheet.
13.
1907.
AUGUST
TUESDAY,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint Criminal, 4 sheet.
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and Detainer, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheot.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee
sheet.
x
sheet.
Summons,
Subpoena, 4 sheet.
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet.
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet.
Search Warrant, 4 sheet.
Spanish Blanks
sheet.
Desert Land Entry,
Affidavit
required of claimant,

Coffee

Enamel Ware, and a hundred

BLANKS.

LEGAL

Uni- -

A

ersal

s

in

See Uncle

Enamelware.

He is in Our Vindow

ways has something

to

Sani-

Oba- -

and

show

-

al-

j

-

you.

j
4

It's worth your while.

J

2

FURNITURE

1--

The Choicest

Stock

in

the

City.

4

Every piece perfectly finished and the

4

2

prices save you money.

2

furGar-

ret.
i

Phone No. 83.

Mail Orders

given

n

prompt attention.

4

2

4

2

2

2

2

1-- 2

Non-miner- al

We can

nish your home from Cellar to

2

2

,

or Large Order for Anything in

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

2

jured.

.

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO

g

"VLB-FI- T

'

2

PHONE NO. 83.

TIME
You were getting

Beautiful

one of those

Clocks.

Free.

They

are

3

See Us.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.

2

Everything in Hardware

2

9

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

1--

2

Try a Pail of

CAPITAL COFFEE

1-- 4

gggg

1--

-

4

LIVERY STABLE

Handsome Cup and Saucer
in Each Pail

Per Pail $1.00
FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES, HACKS.

CALL UP

PHONE

When in Need of Anythinn in

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

4

4

1-- 4

New Breakfast Food

WHOLE WHEAT

the Livery

4

1--

BERRIES

CHAS. CLOSSOM.

1--

1--

2

sheet.

1-- 2

sheet.
Affidavit,
Final proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Claimants Testimony,
sheet.
2

PRICE'S CELERY

1-- 2

1-- 2

FOOD

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

when you strike this establishment
We handle nothing but

;

S

FLOUR

AND

Was

1

FBHSD.

Those who rive ealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those who don't
know our flour and feed are losinr
something every day they remain unIf you are one of these
acquainted.
you should give ui a trial order at
once, v

121-- 2

Cents.

0c a Package

--

FRUITS OFflLLKIHDS

Mesilla Valley.
Four full years of college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts, domestic
science and general science; short courses in agriculture, stenography, and
A faculty of 40 instructors; 230
assaying- - $'J0,000 worth of equipment.

students

SODA WATER!
Any Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,

Military Instruction by an officer of the
U. S. Army. Large Parado and athletic grounds.
Commodious Girl's
An
tho
under
ideal
climate at an
best
winter
management.
Dormitory,
now in attendance.

,

altitude

of 3,800 foet.

,

LUTHER FOSTER, President

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors
Four

'ME it.

first-clas- s

artists

:

.........

:

Electrical Baths .
$1.50
.
Other Baths
.25
(Parlors located West Side Plan

irrn

11
a. .
VI It, RCKKi
3 lir
KiopncTDt
.

prepared to furnish Ice Cream
and Ices in any quantity.
Call up
'Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Houses for
prices. If possible send in orders 24
or 48 hours In advance.
E. C. JAMES.
I am

Sole Agent for

i emp's

St. Louis Beer

All kinds of Mineral Water

And Pabst Blue Ribbon Boer.
Mall

orders promptly filled. 'Phone

Monteiuma

Avenue, Santa

fe,

College, N. M.

ICECREAM!

HENRY KRICK
-

in city.
The only first-clas- s
Second to none in Territory.

HERSCH

'
Wholesale and. Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOE3, SALT AND SEED.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
FE, NEW MEXICO.

Institution giving an intensely prtctical educaticn.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasant-- y
situated in its own grounds of 400 acres in tho beautiful
An

(P. O.) Agricultural

Bole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL 8T0CK F90D.

LEO

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

1--

10c a Package

FIRST-CLAS-

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

1-- 4

NO. 9

Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

YOTJ

THE NEW MEXICO

4

38.

N. M,

All the news all the time in the
New Mexican.

SANTA FE STW MEXICAN, SANTA FE.N.flL
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa

Palace.
Thomas Rabey, Philadelphia; Walter M. Taber, Glorieta; J. S. Duncan,
Las Vegas; Alex R. Querns, Philadelphia; D. D. Street, Jr., Brooklyn, New
York; O. D. Olmstead, Waterloo,
Iowa; Mrs. Lucy M. Waldo, Miss Mary
Waldo, H. L. Waldo, Las Vegas; B. E.
Holton, St. Louis; J. R. Gilchrist, H.
W. McGuire, St. Louis.
Claire.
G. V. Mays, Colorado Springs; R.
F. E. Hyde, Jr.,
L. Owen, Corona;
Putnam; W. A. Snyder, Fort Morgan,
Colorado; Richard Wetherill, Putnam;
George Brett, Flora Visa; N. C. Brewer, E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; James
Barry, Denver; J. R. Hollister, Portland, Oregon; J. P. Fletcher, Albuquerque.
Normandie.
William Mulligan, W. McDonald,
Thomas
James White, Albuquerque;
Kelly, Denver; Charles Murray, Alamosa, Colorado; J. W. Vickory, New-kirOklahoma; I. H. Vickbry, Arkansas City, Kansas; J. F. Tulley,
T. J. Hunter,
Newklrk. Oklahoma;
Mexico.
Montezuma,
Coronado.
Jesus
Trujillo, Alamosa, Colorado; J. C. Chapin, Detroit, Michigan;
H. C. Tarr, Stanley; I. J. Ellis, MexThomas P. Hopper,
ico, Missouri;
Sherman, Texas; W. L. Mason, Mori-arty- ;
G. A. Hanson, Alamosa,

vxls table
Effective

Sunday,

August

Station.

Ml

1

Altl

TluTVLviT7TutoF.Arr
"
2
22 '
4ip

3M!p

41

ft

81
6H
81

4 Hp
4 29 p
49 p

H19p
7 f0 p

116

1907.

7,OU7

No 2

T28i

n
p

tt.Otol 4 2s
Knuuedy.,..
Stanley ... " tW) 8:16
Mopinpty ... " 8,250 3 00
Mcintosh... " U.17& i 35
Kstauoia.... " K.14U 2 13
Willard.... " ,125I2H

"
"
"
"

fe

11,

North Bound

Smith Bound
No

"

Arr....Torrauo..Lv

t

p
p
p

a

U 15

,47f-

Freight, Passenger and Steamship
business.

Pullman berths secured by wire.
At Santa Fe, with
Connections:
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

RESULTS ARE OBTAINED.
ONLY PERFECT
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONES ANDCOLUMBIA RECORDS.

I

Fit Any Cylinder

FIT A)W

.

Machine
X. P.

Cylinder

Records

25

cents each. $3.00 per
CYLINDER
FOOT

each.
h

RECORDS 50c Each.
$5.00 Per Dozen

Range
$7.50

$10

Machines.

Price

Ireland Pharmacy.

Disc Records

HALF

in

DISC

ChMJJE
dozen.

Cylinder

At this season we should eat sparWe should also
ingly and properly.
help the stomach a much as possible
by the use of a little Kodol occasionally. Kodol for indigestion and dyspepsia will rest the stomach by actually
digesting the food itself. Sold by The

CODS

DISC

OUR

Our Cylinder Records

$7.20

GO

cents

LIGHTNING KILLS FIVE
AT CANANEA CAMP

per Dozen.

Disc Records

$1

Douglas, Ariz., Aug. 15. In a severe
electric storm at Cananea five men
were killed by lightning in widely
separated districts. All were natives.
One was killed at the upper concentrator, one at the lower concentrator,
one at the smelter, one at the slaughter house and one at the arch of the
bridge. The dead natives are Jose
Santana, Miguel Soto, Anastaclo Lopez, Benito Avaco and Jesus Duran.

each.

per Dozen.

Disc Machines

from

range

in

price from $12.50 to $100.00.

to $125.00

SI.

Fe Central Rail-

way Company

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO INVESTIGATE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLAN.
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH CO.
lfith Street, Denver, Colo. Mail Order Departments.

AUGUST

THURSDAY,

LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN

& PACIFIC

PASSENGER

1907.

15,

RAILWAY CO

II SCHEDULE
Wells Fargo Express

In Effect

Train

Distance

No. 81

Mon., Wed.. Train No.
Friday
Daily
7 00 am
4 00 pm
7 25 am
4 23 pm
7 50 am
4 43 pm

820am

9 10 am
9 10am

illtZ
120 am
Train No
21

Tues. Thurs

Saturday

'g5

September

1

from

Uaton"

Leaves....

RATON ....Arrives
v CLIFTON HOUSE J'c t Lv

Leaves..
2Q

;;;

t 60 pm

2:1

Ar

tftMpm

33

Ar

63P,n

J

615pm

Train

STATIONS
l

41

1, 1907.

PRESTON .Leaves

;;

kokhleh Jet
KOEHLKR
VKRMEJO

Ar

Ar

Lv.... CERROSOSO
Avr;;:;;(ciMARRON;::;
Ar

UTE

Distance
from

PARK.

fv

iTr'inNoSC
No. 2lMou. Wed.

Dally
12 15pm
1157 am
II 40 am

Friday
8 85
8 05
5 45

pm
, m
pm

g?.
lj10 am

1 10

Warn

.

'

1J.

. . .

slOpm"

953am

5

10pm

0P

.Lv

140 pm

Train No.
20.

STATIONS

Des

Tuei. Thun
Saturday

Moines

am
49
Leaves
RATO N
10 00 pm
Arrive
am
42
Lea e
CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
9 25 pm
Leave
31
am
Leave
CUNNINGHAM
8 45 pm
Leave
25
Lea ve
pm
THOMPSON
8 30 pm
Lea
e
1 15
22
Leave
pm
8 05
VIGIL
l eave
pm
2 00 pm
11
Leave
VEGAS
CAPULIN
7 30 am
Leave
2 20 pm
arrive
DES MOINES
7 20 am
Leave
Conueots with El Paso A Southwestern
N. M at 8 10 p
train 124, arriving In Dawson,
Connects with 111 Paso ft SnilthWRBtnm Ry.
XI
M
Wv trnln
Ntage for Van lumen uiBHti trains at freston, , m.
Connects with A. T. & S. F. trains Nos. 1, 7aud 9.
W A. GORMAN, Gen. Pass. Agt.
Raton, New Mexico.
11

CO

11 40
12 2
12 40

t
t

S

n.n.n

..Hint..

1

San Juan Excurcion to Salt Lake
City Ftom Santa Fc Augtist 1 4th.
Round Trip tickets $28.50 Train
from Santa Fc will be tun m direct
connection with main line trains
g
both Ptillman and Tourist Sleepers. For further infoimation apply
to any Denver & Rio Grande Agent.
car-rin-

FLAT

OPENING

BLANK :
What a New Jersey Editor Says.
M. T. Lynch editor of the Phillips-burg- ,
N. J., Dally Post writes: "I have
used many kinds of medicines for
coughs and colds in my family but
never anything so good as Foley's Honey and Tar. I cannot say too much in
For an Impaired Appetite.
F RATERNAL SOCIETIES
To Improve
the appetite and praise of it." For ale by The Ireland
strengthen the digestion try a few Pharmacy.
doses of Chamberlain's ftomach and
"GOOD ROOMS."
MASONIC.
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Setts, of Dacan
fou
get a good room at the
troit, Mich., says: "They restored ;
'at a very moderate
NormaaJie
rlotel
Montezuma Lodge, No.
appetite when Impaired, relieved me of
week or month.
the
either
by
rice,
Ac
M.
A.
a
A.
bloated
a
and
F.
Regu1,
caused pleas
feeling
You
be
will
by
To
calling there,
gainer
and
Colorado
Denver,
j,?.'
Springs
ant and satisfactory movement of the
lar communication first
rooms elsewhere.
before
engaging
month
Return.
eaca
and
25
of
cents.
bowels." Price,
Pueblo, Colorado,
Monday
Sample free.
To Denver and return, $21.10.
at Masonic Hall at
Life Insurance.
To Colorado Springs and return, TNE HOT MONTHS ARE COMING
7:30 p. ni.
Fruit Syrup Is soW
Orino
Laxative
summer
R. H. HANNA, W. M.
the
when
the
$18.15.
time,
During
a
under
positive guarantee to cure
heat seems to take all the "tuck" out
To Pueblo and return, $16.35.
.LAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
(FRAY ATENT)
sick headache, stomach NEW MEXICAN
1907.
Is
a
drink
cool
then
when
constipation,
of you,
On sale until September 30,
nice,
PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW MEXICO.
If
of
Indigestion.
Final return, October 31, 1907. of Dr. Lauritzen's Health Table Malt trouble, or anyform
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
the manufacturers refund your
it
tone
fails,
will
of
east
revive
at
and
allowed
drooping
your
spirits,
M.
Stopovers
1, R. A.
Regucan any one do?
up your system and make you feel money. What more
lar convocation second Pueblo.
Ireland
sale
the
For
Pharmacy.
by
like a new person.
Monday of each month Bummer Tourist Rates to Chicago and
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
at Masonic Hall at
St. Louis and Return.
Blank certificates of births and
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 38,
7:30 p. m.
To Chicago and return, $54.75.
deaths
required to be furnished by
S. SPiTZ, H. P.
To St. Louh and return, $48.10.
midwlves, nurses and other
physicians,
of
will
Victims
fever
experience
bay
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
On sale daily until September 30,
at suri occurrences, for
attendants
benefit by taking Foley's Honey
1907. Final return limit October 31, great
New Mexican Printing Ofat
the
sale
as
difficult
and Tar,
it stops
breathing
1907.
and in quantities to
rates
fice.
Low
Santa Fe Comnnndery No.
Immediately and heals the inflamed air
CaliSan
and
Los
Francisco,
in
the
suit.
Either
Angeles
English or Span
K.
NEW MEXICAN WANT AD. s
T.
if
conclave
to
1,
it should fail
passages, and even
Regular
fornia, and Return, Tuesdays,
second Saturday In each
cure you it will give instant relief, ish languages. All orders will remonth at Masonic Hall
The genuine is in a yellow package. ceive prompt attention
Thursdays and Saturdays.
7:30 p. m. C. J. C RANDALL, E. C.
On sale until September 30, 1907.
For sale at The Ireland Pharmacy
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
To Los Angeles and return, $41.90.
Call at our store, please, for a free
To San Francisco and return, $51.90.
sample of Dr. Shoop's "Health Cof
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Final return limit November 30,
Connection made with Automobile fee." If real coffee disturbs your
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. I,
Stop-over- s
allowed
1907.
at Torrance for Roswell dally, Stomach, your Heart, or Kidneys, then
Line
anywhere
Hth degree, Ancient and Accepted
foottish Rite of Free Masonry meets west of Barstow, California. Contin- Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- try this Clever Coffee Imitation
well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell While Dr. Shoop has very closely
on the third Saturday of each month uous passage up to Barstow.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In Jamestown Fxposition, Norfolk, Vir- at 12 noon. Automobile ".eave- - Ros matched Old Java and Mocha Coffee
well for Torrance at 1 p. m., and ar in flavor and taste, yet he has rot
ginia, April 26 to Nov 30, 1907.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
$88.25
Season
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare even a single grain of real Coffee In
ticket
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor$73.60 between Santa Fe and Torranc? is it. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imita
Sixty-daticket....
dially invited to attend.
tion is made from pure toasted grains
Fifteen-da$57.25 $5.80 and between Torrance and
ticket
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. You
On sale until Septembar 30, 1907.
$10. Reserve seats or
KINDS OP BUILDIN G MAT FPTiT.
Venerable Master.
will surely like Health Coffee. Sold
exon
all
tickets
Final return limit
by wire.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Sec.
Cord
andStove
WccdExtra Ciy, Cut to Fit YcuiStove
J. W. STOCKARD,
by the Cartwright-Davi- s
Company.
i
cept
tickets, Nov. 30, 1907;
ticket Nov. 20, 1907.
I. O. O. F.
Manager Automobile Line.
Delivered to Any
The New Mexican Printing Com
Round trip summer tourist rates to
HAG
AN
of the City
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. 1. O. O. F., Pacific Coast points. Also Arizona,
pany has the largest, most modern
Let me mail you tree, to prove and
meets every Thursday evening in Odd British Columbia, Idaho, and Monbest arranged book bindery In the
TRANSFER
and TORAGE; We Hani Everything Movable
of my Dr. Shoop's Re Southwest.
Tli best kind of work
Fellowe' Hall, San Francisco Street. tana points. Very low rates effective merit, samples
Phone 35 Santa Fe. Branch Office and Yards at
and my Book on either Dysstorative,
Cerrlllos, N. M.
only turned out. Prices very low ant'
Visiting brothers welcome.
daily until September 15, 1907.
pepsia, the Heart, or the Kidneys. satisfaction guaranteed. If you hav
MAX K ALTER, N. G.
Cal., September
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis, books to bind, whether the
Sacramento,
LEO IIERSCH, V. G.
largest
National Irrigation Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
fifteenth
1907,
DAVID L. MILLER. Sec'y.
ledger or Journal, or magazines and
Congress. To Sacramento, Cal., and Kidneys, are merely symptoms of a pamphlets or need any other binding
return, $50.90. On sale August 29, 30 deeper ailment. Don't make the com call for figures, samples and prices of
B. P. O. E.
INCORPORATED
and 31, final return limit October 31. mon error of treating symptoms only. the New Mexican Printing Company.
is
treatment
re
the
Symptom
to
G.
H.
anxious
serve
treating
The company is
you
Donarty, Agent.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O. E..
sult of your ailment, and not the and will give you satisfactory rates.
holds its regular session on the second
Summer tourist tickets to San
and fourth Wednesdays of each month. Francisco, Cal., on sale daily until cause. Weak Stomach narves the in
side nerves means Stomach weakSALE OF TIMBER, Washington. D. C, June
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel September 15, 1907.
Rate, $50.90 ness, always.
And the Heart, and 7, 1907.
d
blue marked outside "Hid
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
come.
round trip; liberal stopovers; final reAnDlicatlon. April 10. 1907. Je
Timber
Kidneys as well, have their controlling mez." andSale
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
Forester. Forest
addressed
turn limit October 31, 1907. G. H. or inside nerves. Weaken these oervice, Washington. to1). the will
be received
C,
up to and
Donarty.
including the sixteenth day of
nerves, and you inovlta'ily have weak August.
1907. for all the merchantable dead
FRATERNAL UNION.
G. H. DONART,
vital organs.
Here is where Dr. timber, standing and down, and all the live
marked for cutting by the forest otli
A. T. & S. F. Ry,
Agent
Shoop's Restorative has made its timber
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
cers, on a certain area 'of about 45 acres to
No
fame.
be
other
even'
claims
by the forest Officers, located
designated
remedy
Union of America. Regular meetings
on the north side of North Deer Trail Canon,
The New Mexican Printing Com- to treat the "Inside nerves." Also for In approximately parts of Sees. 26 and 32, T,
rst and third Mondays In each month
. m.
28 H.. K. 7
f. m wttnm the Jemms
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MA II, ORDERS
at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows' Hall, pany has on hand a large eupplj of bloating, biliousness, bad breath or Natloual
Forest New Mexico, estimated to
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-er- s writing tablets and scratch pads salt-abl- complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restora- he 170.000 feet. B. M log soale. of live vellow
white fir and Douglas fir and 15,000 feet
for school children, lawyers, mer- tive. Write for my free Book now. pine,
welcome.
B, M. log scale, of dead timber, more or lers
SANTA FE, N. M,
Dr.
Restoratives
sold
the
Shoop's
by
No
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
chants and also for home use, which
bid of less than $3 per M. feet B. M. will
be considered, and a deposit of $i00 must be
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound Fischer Drug Company.
GREGORIO RAEL, Treat.
sent to Goo. B. King, Fiscal Agent, Forest
aud cheaper If ordered In larger quanDAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
Str iae. Washington D. C. for each bid
to the Forester Timber upon
submitted
tities. These tablets are made from
The New Mexican Printing Company valid olalms is exempted from sale. The
the odds and ends of the best paper I
to reject any or all b'ds Isreserved, For
SUMMER DRINKS.
prepared to do the beat of brtei right
furrher Information and regulations govand
are
double
obtainable,
you
getting
several
McMillan, Forest
spent
Having recently
work In short order and at very reas- erning sales address Ross
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
srheo
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
burin onable rates.
hundred dollars putting In new work-boar- your money'
who desire to Supervisor,
C. 11. CARTER,
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
of
drawto
and np
Acting Forester.
date system
have their briefs pnuted rapidly aud
servwe
of
claim
make
to
to
Letter
bill
note
the
b.eer,
and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
and
them
the
(NO
ing
'heads,
heads,
present
heads, correctly
ing as good beer as can be had at envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold Supreme Court now La lession hert
DeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills
Attention. Send fori iatalnimn.
the swellest bars In the east. Phone by the New Mexican Printing Com on time, should call on the New Mex- are best for 'backache and weak kid
HOWLAND & DEWEY COMPANY,
94.
The Club.
ican
The
Sold
Ireland
S.
326
Company.
neys.
by
pany.
Pharmacy.
Printing
Spring St., Los Angeles, Cal. S10S. Broadway
:

BOOK

:

505-50-

Sg

ExGursioas

y

JJX

WHEN

in need of
on Earth try a

It will positively brino results.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

y

Ros-wel-

y

auto-.o-bl-

l

lo

15-da-

ir-da- y

and

G9rL)

Part

1--

1

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

de-le-

Grain, Flour and Potatoes. Stationery,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

e

,

Kodaks and Photo Supplie

d

Law',

"'

Cw--- "

AUGUST

THURSDAY,

II

flAJTTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

1907.

15,

--

"""'""

"

-

TrrrTP

'

"

RAMA

PAGE SEVEN

3C

ME T

Ftitiifc Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
09 Located on Helen Ctit-of- f

The

south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
Belen is

31 miles

C1

ALL

Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet, laid
streets, with alleys 20 feet
out with broad 80- - and
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000 ; churches ;
large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels
Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; several
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for

MAIL

AND

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO
BELEN,

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

and
points East to San Francisco, Log Amgeies, El Paso

FIST LIMITED EXPRESS,

EAST AN

D W EST,

NORTH AND SOUTH.

The lots offered are in the center of the
city, well graded
of
them
(many
improved by cultivation); no sand or
We need a

gravel.

first-clas-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

s

house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modern hotel.

fiwt-clas-

s

Our prices of lots are low and terms on
easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as
for
one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
security,
One-thir- d

BELEN TOWflSITE

wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad

Two-thir-

Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

JOHN BECKER, President.

city in the near future cannot be estimated.

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
the following returns per acre may be
expected at the end of sixty years:
"Gross returns, including thinning,
$310; total expense, $221; net profit,
$89; interest on investment, 5.5 per
A Hardy Tree Which Is Especially
cent.
Semi-Ariflegions
Adapted to
"A publication, 'Production of Red
Much in Demand.
Cedar for Pencil Wood,' which may
be had upon application to the ForThe Forest Service, under the head- ester of the United States Department
ing of Press Review No. 13. entitled, of Agriculture, contains a report based
Red Cedar for Pencil on a study of the growth and market"Growing
ing of red cedar, with tables of growth
Wood," gives an interesting trpatlse and of
comparative profit by cutting
of the growing of this tree, whlcn is
at
different
ages."
semi-ariadapted to the
especially
Is
in
which
of
wood
regions and the
Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepgreat demand and of much value. As
this species can be successfully grown sia is a preparation of vegetable acids
In New Mexico and other portions of and contains the same juices found in
the Southwest, the bulletin Is pub- a healthy stomach. It digests wl.at
lished for the benefit of those inter- you eat. Sold by The Ireland
ested in tree planting. It reads:
"Red cedar is a tree of comparatively moderate requirements as to DANIELS' COMET
soil and moisture, and while it grows
CENTER OF INTEREST
better under favorable conditions it
is a hardy tree and is found naturally,
and can be planted, on the bluffs and Many Santa Feans Are Getting Up in
Wee Sma' Hours Now to Secure
among the sand hills of the semi-arireof
trees
most
simple
Glimpse of it.
plains. Like
cedar
red
slowly,
grows
quirements,
For a week past many Santa Feans
and as is usual with"
trees its wood is fine have been making it a point to get up
grained and valuable. Indeed, no oth- between the hours of 3 and 4 o'clock
wood has the dis- in the morning in order to get a
er American-growtinction of being regularly sold by the glimpse of Daniels' comet which is
pound, and very few are so well nigh now visible.
Before 3 o'clock the comet is not
indispensable for any purpose as is
sufficiently above the horizon to be
red cedar for pencil wood.
4 o'clock it is
"Red cedar originally grew in quan- easily found, and after
so
much
dimmed
the
by
approaching
tities sufficient for lumbering through
as
of
to
become
indistinct.
day
light
United
out the eastern portion of the
This comet is reported from Are- States south of the Ohio River, but
the South American station of
very much of it has now been cut and quipa,
It is
Harvard
University observatory.
no
that
marketed. It is
wonder, then,
to be the Daniels'
many
thought
by
conare
manufacturers
deeply
pencil
discovered
June 9 at the
cerned as to their future supply of comet,
Princeton
University observatory.
pencil wood, as they observe the rapid
Those who have not seen the comet
removal of the red cedar forests.
and who wish to, will do well not to
Enough cedar to fill daily ten, rooms
put it off longer than this week as
of
feet
of the dimensions
10x20;
it
is approaching the sun, the light of
each" Is required for the 315,000,000
which will soon obscure it to the nakpencils manufactured each year in the ed
eye. It will reach its shortest disUnited States. Although the pencil
tance from the sun 'September 4, at
trade, by paying higher prices, secures which time it will be 74,000,000 miles
the best product of the larger trees, it
from- the luminary, and at a someis by no means the only market. A
what greater distance from the earth.
red cedar post is exceptionally durcomet appears as a rushing star,
in
demand
so
much
and
that The
able
while the tail much fainter is six demany timber owners sell their red
comcedar at post size, rather than hold it grees in length fan shaped and
as was
of
several
branches,
posed
twenty years longer when, at an age
seen in ap hotograph of the
of sixty years, an ordinary stand of clearly
comet taken in Canada.
100 trees per acre would yield eight
Those who look for the comet, say
times as much for pencil wood. In
3 a. m., should look just slightly
at
other words, it does not pay to invest
of east, and about 30 degrees
north
money in growing 200 cedars to the
above
the horizon.
acre if the trees are cut at the age of
does
while
for
it
posts,
forty years
Ten Years in Bed.
cents
pay a sum equal to thirty-seve- n
ten
"For
years I was confined to my
for every year of the investment period if the same trees are allowed to bed with disease of my kidneys,"
reach sixty years and Jhen sold for writes R. A. Gray, J. P. of Oakville,
pencil woodj The annual profit from Ind. "It was so severe that I could
300 trees per acre cut at sixty years not move part of the time. I consulted the verv best medical skill availfor pencil wood would be fifty-on- e
cents, and that from 400 trees per acre able, but could get no relief until Folwould be sixty-on- e
ey's Kidney Cure was recommended
cents.
"As a tree for planting, red cedar to me. It has been a Godsend to me."
has generally been regarded as suit- For sale at The Ireland Pharmacy.
able only for situations where more
The New Mexican Printing Comtrees would not endure
the conditions of soil or climate. In pany is prepared to furtish cards de
many parts of the southern United visite for ladies for gentlemen on
States, however, where young cedar short notice in first class style at reascan eltrier be pulled up in the clumps onable prices, either engraved or
Call on the New Mexican
where it has come up naturally or printed.
shipped in at a cost not greater than Printing Company.
$2 per thousand, red cedar can be
planted in the sod at a cost of $4.84
Piles get quick ana certain reiief
per acre,, spacing the trees six feet from
Dr.
Magic OintSnoop's
apart, making a total of 1,210 trees ment. Please note it is made alone
per acre. By removing half of the for Piles, and its action is positive
trees at the age of twenty-fiv- e
years, and certain. Itehlner nainful. nrotrud- to stimulate growth (thus securing lng or blind piles disappt ar like magic
second class posts to pay for the Dy its use. Large nici s ?apped glass
of the remain- jars, 50 cents. Sold l the Fischer
labor) and three-fourth- s
der at forty years (when posts at six Drug Company.
cents each, etumpage, will yield $40.80
per acre), the stand is reduced to 150
The New Mexican Printing company
trees per acre, standing seventeen feet has on hand a large
supply of pads
apart. Assuming an interest rate of and tablets suitable for school work
five percent, land at $6 per acre, plantthe desk, and also for lawyers and
ing at $4.84, annual taxes three cents, merchants; good anywnere.
We will
and management four cents per acre, sell them t flva cents In book
form.

GROWING RED CEDAR
FOR PENCIL WOOD
d

d

d

slow-growin- g

cone-bearin- g

n

1

-

rapid-growin-

g

FIRST TRAIN RUN
OVER BELEN CUT-OF-

Roswell Automobile Co.

F

Carried President Ripley of Santa Fe
and Secretary of Interior James
R. Garfield.
The EI Paso Times says that the
first train to make a trip over the
entire length of the Eastern Railway
of New .Mexico, known as the Belen
cut-of- f
was the one carrying President
E. P. Ripley and the official party accompanying Secretary of the Interior
James R. Garfield. Regarding the
trip the Times says:
"President Ripley of the Santa Fe
system, accompanied by officials of
the road, while on their present trip
with Hon. James R. Garfield, secretary of the Interior, have witnessed
the formal opening of the Belen cutoff, and the official train was the first
to make the
run over the
cut-of- f
across New Mexico and the
Texas Panhandle. The official train
passed over the cut-of- f
Sunday night,
and the regular freight trains of the
system will henceforth pass to the
'
Pacific Coast by that route.
"The 2CS miles of the Belen cut-of- f
save the Santa Fe system only sixteen miles in the distance between
Los Angeles and Chicago, but by the
new road the heavy grades of Glorl-etand Raton passes are avoided,
and much better time will therefore
be made than before. It is estimated
that at least a da" will be saved on
the coast run to freight trains, and
several hours on the fast passenger
runs. The new track will be used by
freight trains exclusively until the
winter, when the track is thoroughly
ballasted, and then the fast passenger trains will operate via the Belen
cut-ofinstead of via Albuquerque."
2G8-mil- e

a

f,

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera, and Di
arrhoea Remedy, Better Than
Three Doctors.
Three years ago we had three doctors with our little bo;- - and everything
that they could do seemed in vain. At
last when all hope seemed to be gone
we began using Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy and in
a few hours he began to improve. Today he is as healthy a child as parents
could wish for." Mrs. B. J. Johnston,
Linton, Miss. For sale by all druggists.
For sale at all druggists.
The New Mexican Printing Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers an dcanvas sides, have full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace1 and constables printed
in full on the first page. The pages
inches. These books are
are 10
made up in civil and criminal dockets, separate of 32 pages each, or
with botn civil and criminal bound in
6ne book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal.
To introduce them, they
are offered at the following prices:
Civil or criminal
$2.75
Combined civil and criminal
$4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
order. State
full must accompany
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to furnish cards de
visite for ladies or gentlemen on
short notice, in first class style at
reasonable prices, either engraved or
printed. Call on the New Mexican
DeW'tt'B Carbollzed Witch Hazel
Salve 1 ?netrates the pores and heals
quickly. Sold by The Ireland

All. the news all
Now Mexican.

time in the

Mail ami Passenger Line between
Roswell, N. M.; and Torrance, X. M.,
daily, Sunday lucluded, connection
FOR RENT Nice furnished room. with all trains on the Rock
Island and
Santa Fe Central Railways.
Inquire 205 Palace Aveuue.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. "m.
FOR RENT Modern
Leave Torrance on arrival of Rock
brick
house. Good location. O. C. Watson
Agents for the Buick Automobiles,
& Co.
Machines for all p
Two of the best known and bes
FOR SALE-SHg- htly
used piano, $3 market. Address all communication
down. $1 a week. Address this ofsix-roo-

fice.
WANTED

Servant girl; no

ing or ironing. Apply to
Furniture Company.

wash-

Wagner

WANTED Good dining room girl at
Sisters' Sanitarium; American preferred; must understand English.

.

WANTED Large copper-golmine
under lease and bond as soon as
Address "J. F. G.," New
possible.
Mexican. d

WANTED One hundred laborers to
sort ore; $1.75 per day; steady work.
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Mining
Company, San Pedro, N.

M.

SIGHTS OF SANTA FE
(A brief

outline of Tolnts of Interest
in and about the City of Santa Fe.
A Guide for Tourists.)
(July,

1907.)

The Plaza. Under the care of the
Woman's Board of Trade. Here Onate
camped and set up the banner of
Spain in 1598. Hera the Pueblos in
the uprising of 1680 burned the archives and historical records of the
Province. Here De Vargas halted in
triumph after taking the city from the
Pueblos in 1692. Here General Kearny
planted the Stars and Stripes in 1846.
Most oi the thrilling historical and
gala events for the past three hundred years have centered here.
The Old Palace. Without doubt the
oldest governmental building in the
United States. Date of construction
variously set from 1598 to 1607. Occupied as executive building by Governors under the Spanish, the Pueblo,
the Mexican and American regime.last
occupied as a residence by the present
Acting Governor James Wallace
Ceded by the Federal government to the Territory, the present
owner, but which has voted to recede
it to the Federal government as a
National Monument. It is at present
occupied by the postoffice, the Historical Society Museum, the Daughters of
the American Revolution and the Territorial Republican Central Committee.
The Historical Society Museum.
In Old Palace. Open free to visitors,
from 10 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m. on
weekdays, and 2 to 4 p. m. on Sundays.
Contains fine collection of New Mexico antiquities and the most complete
library of books relating to the history
of the Southwest to be found in the
United States outside of the Congressional Library.
Ben Hur Room. In Old Palace.
Here Lew Wallace, while Governor of
New Mexico, completed Ben Hur. Key
given to visitors at the postoffice.
Soldiers' Monument. In Plaza.
Erected by the Territory. Much criticized because it refers to the Confederates as Rebels.
Lamy Fountain. In Plaza. Erected
by Woman's Board of Trade in memory of the late Bishop Lamy, who introduced the orchard industry at Santa
Fe and surroundings.
The Kearny Monument In Plaza.
Erected by the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Masonic Bull ing and Hall. On
south side of Plaza. Oldest Masonic
Lodge in the Southwest. Many interesting historic relics In lodge room.
Kit Carson was a member of this
lodge.
Ray-nold-

j

i

Island train, due at 2 a. in.
Running time between the tan
points five hours, meals furnished at
Camp Xeedmore, free of charge.
Excursion parties accommodated by
notifying the company two days in
advance.
one of the best known and Best
urposes on the market.
t machines for all purposes on the
s and Inquiries to the

Roswell Automobile Co.
Roswell,

New Mexic,

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
--

All

TO-

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by
Purchasing Wells Farg;
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada, Mexic
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

Rtsbbefr Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
PRICE-LIS- T
inches long
15c
Stamp, not over
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3$ inches long, ,20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
e
Stamp, over 3 J and not over 5 inches long. . .25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
e
35c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over
inch in size, we charge
for one line for each
inch or fraction.
ETC.
DATES,
Local Dater any town and date for ten years
$1.00
50
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
35
Regular line Dater
Defiance Model Band Dater
1.50
Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut. 1.50
.
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
STAMP PADS.
1Jx2J, 10c; 2x3i, 15c; 2x3i, 25c; 2x4i, 35c; 3ix6,
50c; 4Jx7i, 75c.
One-lin-

e

One-lin-

One-lin-

One-lin-

one-ha- lf

one-ha- lf

ch

Fac-Simi-

le

SELF-INKIN-

G

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

NEW IEXICAfJ

PRipiJiG

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

CO.

m

I

ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.M.
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Come and See the Big Mev Stock

j

SOAPS

AUGUST

THURSDAY,

15,

1907.

of BATfj and TOILET SOAPS

W ttflCES
J

You Will

Then lnow Why So

People Buy Their Soaps of Us

Iany

THE IRELAND PHARMACY
BAIS, BUTCS!

(,R0CElS,

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

Personal Mention.
(Continued

Irom Page Four)

Probate Clerk George W. Armijo returned at noon today from a trip to
Las Vegas.
A. B. McGaffey, of Albuquerque, of
the Horabin-McGaffoLumber Company, was an arrival today in the Capital.
Henry A. Canter, merchant of
arrived in the city today, en
route home from Las Vegas. He formerly lived in the Meadow City.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tucker and their
daughter, Miss Helen Tucker, of Newark, Ohio, left this morning after a
few days
sightseeing in Santa Fe.
They are returning home after a tour
of the Southwest.
N. C. Flint, a brother of II. P. Flint,
assistant to Secretary Raynolds, arrived in the city today from Aguas-calieutMexico, where he has been
employed for some time as private
to Benjamin Johnson, superintendent of the Mexican Central Raily

No.

250 San Francisco Street,

rocerv Telephone

Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

No. 4.

each

FRESH FRUITS.

.75

We sell a world of coffee, and keep
it moving. No old stock in these

fruits daily.
We
receive fresh
brands.
Teaches, plums, apples and pears are
now in good supply.

4

WATERMELONS.
We now offer Texas
in all sizes.

FRESH MEATS.

watermelons

FRESH VEGETABLES.
Beets, turnips, string beans, lettuce, radishes, young onions, cabbage
kohl rabi in good supply. Large cucumbers 5c each.
COFFEE.

Our stock of fresh meats is good in
quality and as we receive frequent
shipments we are able to have fresh
stock to offer at all times. You can
not do better than to call us on fresh
meats.

way.

OUR SLICER.

Governor George Curry expects to

We have a slicing machine to use
in slicing bacon, boiled
ham, and
dried beef. It costs you no more to
get, your meats sliced in this machine
than by the old hand method. The
slices are uniform and thinner than
any one can hope to get by the old
method. Buy bacon in small quantities and sliced. You will save money. No waste.

Our stock of coffee is large and
above all it consists of fresh goods.
25c coffee that is fresh roasted and
rightly kept beats 35c coffee that is
three months old. Here are some of
BAKE SHOP.
our best sellers, each best for the
money that we can buy.
Pretty hot weather to be working
SEAL BRAND, i pound and 2 over a hot stove. Let us do that part
40 of the work for you. Cream bread is
ourid tins per pound
a
1
especially nice.
straight
pound Gray packages,
10
Java
FRESH POULTRY.
I pound Green packages, a good
35
Java
We are now receiving both spring
1
MariMaroon
chickens
and hens each Friday.
packages,
pound
30

.abo
1

pound White

GINGER ALE.

a good

package,

25

drinker
1

.20

pound red packages, Santos..
pound Diamond M, in cloth sacks

sec-ertar- y

Ginger Ale is a good hot weather
drink. Quarts 15c. Per dozen $1.65.

go to Roswcll to be

present at the

meeting cf the Bar Association of New
Mexico on the 21st, instant in that
city. The Bureau of Immigration will
also meet there and the Governor will
have a conference with the members
afto post himself on immigration
fairs.
Edgar L. Hewott left today for
Puye where ho will spend six weeks
exploring the cliff dwellings. He will
be joined Saturday by a class of three
post graduates representing Harvard.
Columbia and Yale Universities.
One
of these will be a young woman. 'Mrs.
J. E. Wood of this city will accompany the party which will form the
first class of the American School of
Archaeology to be established here.
Superintendent' Marion Littrell, of
the Territorial penitentiary, returned
last night from Las Vegas, where he
took twenty additional convicts to be
employed in the construction of the
eastern end of the Scenic Highway.
He found the convicts at the camp in
Gallinas Canon in good health and the
road building is being pushed as rapwith
idly as possible commensurate
good work.

COAL WOOD

Minor City Topics
from

$8.75
Genuine Cerrillos lump ton $G.O0l Anthracite furnace, ton
$3.00
lbs..
1,00
$.75'
Sawed
wood,
per
Monero lump
wood, per cord. .. .$3.50
$.50 Four-foo- t
Raton lump
Anthracite' mixed, per ton.. $8.75-

The Guild of the Church of the
Holy Faith will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. W. S.
Harrcun on lower Palace Avenue.
Owing to a delay in making connections at Alamosa
this afternoon's
Denver & Rio Grande train is reported six hours late. All Santa Fe trains
are reported on time, as is also the
Santa Fe Central train.
Antonio Romero, infant son of Ra
mon Romero, died at 3 o'clock yes
terday afternoon at the family hon'ie
on Cerrillos Street. The Child's death
resulied from cholera infantum. The
babe was ten months old and the
mother died shortly after the little one
was born. The remains of the infant
were buried this afternoon in Rosario
mother's
alongside the
Cemetery
grave.

s

CAPITAL NrCOAL YARD.
OFFICE

;

A.. T.

Gurfleld

4

S. F. Depot.

'Phon

No. 85.

DtlDROW & M0NTEN1E
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS
Ml Kinds of

Picture Framing

OI.DROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

Day 'Phone 35
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Piles get quick ana certain reiief
from
Dr.
Shoop's
Magic Ointment. Please note It Is made alone
for Piles, and its action is positive
and certain. Itching, painful, protruding or blind piles disappt ar like magic
by Its use. Large nic S lapped glass
jars, 50 cents. Sold o the Fischer
Drug Company.

UFFICIALJflATTERS.

Appointed Clerk of Penitentiary.
John Jeorns, of Raton, was this
morning appointed clerk of the Territorial penitentiary by Superintendent Marion Littrell, to succeed B. S.
Mr.
Newcomer, recently resigned.
Jeorns is a citizen of Raton, where he
has resided for over ten years, and
is a man who enjoys an enviable reputation for integrity and good habits.
He is an accountant, and bookkeeper
and has for several years past held
the responsible position of bookkeeper
ComMercantile
for the Remsburg
pany, a well known wholesale and retail firm of the Gate City. Mr. Jeorns
was also connected for some time with
the accounting department of the
Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway Company at Raton. It is expected
that the new clerk will reach Santa
Fe Saturday night and assume the
duthn of his position Sunday foreMr. Littrell, who has known
noon.
Mr. Jeorns from the time he first became a resident of Raton, is of the
opinion that, judging by the record
and standing of the appointee, he will
fill (lie posilion satisfactorily and successfully. The new clerk was also the prairie dog.
highly recommended by leading busiHe is one of the cleaniest animals
ness men and citizen of his home known, his food is roots and seeds, his
town.
burrow Is always clean and well kept.
H. P. Flint Will Resign September 1. He does not live with snakes, a dog
Herbert P. Flint, assistant secretary town is quite a favorite resort of
of the Territory, expects to sever his snakes, but that is because of the
connections with and resign that of- convenience of the old holes, and the
fice on September 1. He will go to fact that the snake likes the feel of
Las Cruces and enter into a partner- young dogs going down his throat, it
ship with Attorney Joseph P. Bon-ha- is not likely he knows anything about
senior member of the law firm of the taste unless he has a palate in
Bonham and Wade. Mr. Bonham is his insldes.
When a snake goes into a dog hole,
stepfather of Mr. Flint, who has made
a very favorable record In the position the dog becomes an evicted tenant.
which he will resign on September 1. Nor does the prairie dog owl make
his home in the same hole with the
Mr. Flint may be succeeded as assistant secretary by his brother, N. C. dog, he also habituates the abandoned
Flint, formerly of Las Cruces, who holes, although he will enter the dog
arrived today from Aguascaliente, hole for refuge if necessary.
Mexico, where he has been employed , The water supply for a dog town,
for some time as private secretary to has been a question, out In the desert
the superintendent of motive power of sometimes it will be miles from his
home to a stream, the writer, who as
the Mexican Central Railway,
a boy lived near an immense colony
of dogs and knows them from a to
PRAIRIE DOG
is of the opinion that at least one
A GREAT PEST hole goes down to water, making a
town well, or that where living water
is too deep, that some of the deep
DeDr. C. E. Lunkens
Interestingly
holes serve as reservoirs for the storscribes Animals Their Mods
rains.
age of water from occasional
of Living.
Then it must he remembered that the
it is
The priarie dog is a true westerner dog has a desert training, and
can go
he
net
at
all
that
unlikely
for he is scarcely ever seen east of
a
the Mississippi River, save in parks from three to six months without
do
can
A
drink.
desert
full
sheep
in the zoological collection.
In the
west he is practically ubiquitous, and pretty near that well.
If you want to capture a prairie
perhaps the hardiest animal known,
he can be found from the p'ains of dog the best way is to go out after a
water from a
Texas, to the mountains of Montana, rain and ditch in the
and is the one living thing to break buffalo wallow, or any sizable reserthe dead monotony of the great des- voir ond drown him out, a continual
stream must flow In, so that it will
erts of Nevada and Arizona.
The prairie dog is one of the moat not be absorbed in the dry soil in the
to
expensive of Uncle Sam's wild pets depths of the hole, don't attempt
for he costs the agriculturists many drown him out by hauling water In
millions of dollars each year for the barrels. Be careful that much mud
crops he destroys, and the danger of does not get in the hole or he will
reservoirs, for he is an indefatigable not be able to get up and out, and
digger, and one of the large dams of he is a wise little fellow and seems
the reclamation service was destroyed to know that you are waiting for him,
if he does not appear tout you are
last year by one of his burrows.
The government could well afford reasonably certain he is there, reach
to pay a good bounty for each dog your hand down the hole, sliding it
killed for the extermination of this flatly against the top of the hole so
animal would mean much more than that he will not bite you, then when
has ever been computed by statisti- you feel his hair against your hand
cians in the saving crops destroyed. catch him by the hack of the neck and
It was a great misfortune indeed drag him forth, you will often bring
that the first man to see one of these forth a number at the one pull for the
little animals sticking his bead out of mother dog will hold her young bea burrow should have mistaklngly hind her, so that they cannot escape.
called him a dog, for he does not be- If you want to starve him to death
long to the dog genus, he is a real in the hole, take a tomato can, put
squirrel, and but for the fool mistake it in the hole open side down, tamp
dell-casie-
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LORETTO ACADEMY
Santa Fe, N. M.

Residence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chaves House), Nights and
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.

IT
TO COME

DOESN'T COST

IN AND

1

ANYTHING

TSie Biggest

AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
COUNTER PRICES.
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.

THIS IS THE HOUSE FROM
MEXICAN

Can't

WHICH THE GENUINE
CURIOS COME.
JVWss

INDIAN

the Place

J. S. CAIN DEL ARI0,
THE CURIO WAN.

around it, when the
out he will enter the
dig thruogh the tin,
leave a little hole for
daylight to enter.
DR. C. E. LUKENS.

JUDGE FALL NOW
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Took Oath of Office This Afternoon
and Will Formally Take Charge
Tomorrow.

Judge Albert B. Fall, of Dona Ana
County, appointed attorney general of
the Territory Monday last to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
that office of' Colonel George W. Prlch-ard- ,
qualified this afternoon and filed
his oath of office with Territorial Secretary James W. Raynolds.
Attorney General Fall will take
charge of the office tomorrow. Frank
W. Shearon will remain as secretary
and for the time being Robert C. Gort-neof the First judicial district court,
will act as assistant atorney general
in the absence of the attorney general.
Judge Fall will be obliged, on account
of important business, to return to El
Paso tomorrow evening for a short
time.
r,

CAPITALISTS

Albuquerque,

VISIT
THE DUKE CITY.
N. M

Aug. 15.

'Con-

siderable .interest has been aroused
by the visit to this city within the
past few days of several officials of
the St. Louis, Rocky mountain and
Pacific Railway and Walker Evans
and A, E. Coons, of Chicago, and J.
A. Barnes, of New York, well known

eastern capitalists. It is hinted that
their visit here was for the purpose
of examining a possible terminal site
for an extension of that road to this
city.
NEW EDITOR FOR
OROGRANDE TIMES.
Orogrande, N. M., Aug. 15. W. R.
Quarles, of Texas, arrived last Friday
night from El Paso and Is now In
charge of the Orogrande Times. He
has come here to stay and will attempt at all times to conserve the in
terests of its patrons and chronicle
the doings of the town and camp In
a fair and equitable manner.
A well decoiated window makes
good showing to people taking In tb'S
sights, but advertising your wares iu
the New Mexican make
a better
showing and attracts mort attention

TO SHEEPMEN.
that sheep raisers must
soon own their own grazing land.
There are very few solid tracts with
grazperfect tifie. I offer 25,000-a:-- j
ing tract, on Cebolleta. Grant; nl.so
5,000 acres adjoining, of winter grazing, with valleys producing fi ie corn,
etc., without Irrigation. L. B Prince,
Santa Fe, N. M.

It

Is evident

I'A SPECIAL"
abso-utel-

1

Curio Store In the West

earth' and stone
dog tries to get
can and try to
especially if you

For sick folks. Your attention Is
called to the fact that our whiskey
y
Is bought In bond and purity is

AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
THEY BUY OR NOT.

MEXICAN
BARGAIN

You

A

LOOK

WELCOME WHETHER

AND

of the aforesaid, ignoramus would
have been eaten up, nearly, by this
time, and so saved the public the
economical question of how to get rid
of him.
The flesh of the prairie dog, or
prairie squirrel, Is sweet and if he Is
not too old quite tender, the writer
has eaten them and can testify to
their merits as a gastronomical delicacy, the only disagreeable effect is
the psychological disturbance of the
stomach on account of his misname.
The Pueblo Indians eat prairie dog,
but cannot understand how any one
s
can eat the squirrels which are
to the white man.
Out in Texas a few years ago, a
couple of young men, who had an eye
to business began the wholesale ship-,plnof prairie dogs to the east, they
would dress them, and ship them In
barrels In cold storage, labelled as
rabbits and squirrels, and the effete
easterner thought they were simply
came
delicious until the discovery
was dog, and then
that the tid-bthere was a reversion of sentiment
and stomach and tho young men retired from that particular meat graft.
There are many
as to the character and home life of
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guaranteed.
Telephone 94.
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Cor. Water St. sod Oaspar Kvf

8ANTA FE

NEW MEX.CO

APPLIANCES FOR
TREATMENT OF SURGICAL
CASES.
HOME COMFORTC.
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL
TREATMENT.
TRAINED NURSES.
MODERN

,

No

liUted.

Tubercular Patients
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